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DID YOU KNOW? 

We are pleased to welcome Nancy Draper to the Board of SCWTCA, Inc. Nancy is no newcomer to serving on 

the Board and brings us both background and knowledge of policy and procedure. We are so happy that she is 

sharing her retirement time with us. We will certainly miss our Zoom meetings with Neil’s Great Danes and the 

Picard head popping on screen, such fun. 

2022 is over and while it was a good year for the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America, our club faces 

the same issues facing the rest of the world. Costs are going up for everything we require to manage the club and 

its activities. Dues have remained the same for many years and it’s time for us to make some changes that improve 

our financials. Occasionally members ask what they receive for their dues and expect the answer to be tangibles 

they can see or touch. Listed below is in part, and I mean only part of what we all get for our dues. 

 

 

 

 

 

Add in printed Wavelengths for 66 members at 30.00 per person and we are paying members to belong to the 

club. Obviously that is bad business and, while we are a non-profit, we have to remain solvent. Thus dues for 

2024 will be raised to 45.00 for a single membership and 55.00 for dual.  

SCWTCA Policies and Procedures will be updated by October. The key word for 2023 will be “SIMPLIFY.“ 

Thank you Anna Marzolino and Robyn Alexander for bringing together a talented team to keep our website up 

to date and make it into a really workable site.  

The Board works very hard and we need your help. Please volunteer!  

Performance still needs a chair. That position is responsible for promoting performance and tracking wins that are 

used for year end awards. We have some very active performance participants and really need someone to 

volunteer for this important position. The other position that is screaming for help is the Meet the Breeds 

organizer. Covid is no longer the threat it was and people are out and about. Meet the Breeds is drawing large 

crowds and our breed needs good representation. The schedule will be posted on Discuss as posted by the AKC. 

Please continue to live safely and make 2023 a wonderful Wheaten year! 

God Bless you all, Emily  

      2022 EXPENSES EXPENSES PER MEMBER 

Insurance $2,461 $8.20 

Membership Mailings $1,566 $5.22 

Storage Rent $2,797 $9.32 

Website $2,187 $7.29 

TOTAL   $35.18 

Dogs have 18 muscles to move their ears... 
They're good for more than just taking scratches. These 18 muscles allow dogs to move their ears in 
intricate ways, which is important to picking up sounds. Plus, your dog’s ears can give you a clue as to how 
they're feeling: If they're laying flat back against their head, your pooch may be scared. If they're pointing 
straight up, they're alert and on the case. 
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When Lisa Smith called me up looking for a Wheaten puppy, I was living in South Carolina 

at the time. She told me she was single and didn't have a fenced yard. Now, I knew a lot of 

breeders wouldn't sell a puppy to a single person, but Lisa was very sincere, had a dog 

walker already set up to take care of the puppy while she was at work. Plus she had a fence 

installed almost immediately. I met her at a dog show and liked her right away. I sold her 

my little, purple girl, Bella. And a lifelong friendship began. Lisa has learned to groom Bella 

herself, adores this little girl beyond words, plus now Lisa is married to Tim, and he adores 

Bella too. 

Being the smart little Wheaten she is, Bella can almost read your mind. She is such a darling pup and I am grateful 

for the friendship of Lisa (and Tim). I am Bella's " Mama Lynn". I adore her.     

           Lynn Cone, Raelyn Wheatens 

 BELLA 

RAELYN DANCING THROUGH LIFE                                                            

DOB: 1-30-2010 

CH KILDIMO'S BOYS OF BLUE HILL X CH RAELYN LASTING IMPRESSION  

OWNER: LISA SMITH 

For each of us our Wheatens hold a special place in our lives, and for that reason we give 

our time and talent for the betterment of the breed.  I was pleased to be asked to take 

Neil O’Sullivan's Director Position on the SCWTCA Board as his work life led him to an 

overseas position.  Having served as Recording Secretary from 2008 to 2010, I join the 

Board with some experience. 

 In 2018 I retired after working 40 years as a court reporter in the Iowa Judicial 

Department.  Over the years I served on several committees, both at work and in the 

community.  I have been President of the Iowa Court Reporters Association, the Des 

Moines Obedience Training Club and also served on the West Des Moines, Iowa, Public Library Board. 

 I am currently a member of SCWTCA, the Berger Picard Club of America and the Platte Valley Kennel Club.  Last 

year I was show chair for the Picard National Specialty in Des Moines, Iowa, and I have been show chair for my 

local kennel club and served on many show committees. 

 My introduction to Wheatens began in 1995.  I joined SCWTCA in 2003 and have co-bred 14 litters and finished 

16 AKC Champions in those 28 years. 

 I believe in fiscal responsibility while offering the best National and Roving Specialties the club can provide.  I 

bring to the Board an understanding of Robert’s Rules of Order and believe in following the bylaws to the letter. 

Meet Your New Board Member 

NANCY DRAPER, DIRECTOR 
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A s the guardians of the breed, preservation 

breeders are responsible for not just the health, 

but also the other components that make up the Soft 

Coated Wheaten Terrier. 

Of course health and temperament are very 

important; no conscientious breeder would ever 

suggest breeding unhealthy dogs! But we also need 

to focus on our breed type and understand the breed 

and our breeding choices, especially what we are 

lacking and what we are losing.   

At the risk of aging myself…. 

“back in the day” in the 90’s, there was only 1 

Hatboro show on Friday, and we had an education 

day on Thursday. Many of our foundation breeders 

would share their knowledge on grooming, gluing 

ears, how to go over dogs, breed type, terminology, 

and so much more. The seminars were a great 

opportunity to ask questions, have in-depth 

conversations, and most of all, meet the founders of 

the breed in North America.  

If you were smart…you would listen closely and 

soak in the vast array of knowledge in the room.   

We all still have access to that wealth of information 

in our senior breeders.   

Our early breeders, specifically in and around New 

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut, 

were able to take some fairly plain dogs and build 

dogs with shape, type, style and a balance that 

would hold up well in many shows today. 

And I’m referring to dogs who finished their 

championship pre 1980… more than 43 years ago! 

Initially, as the breed was being established in the US, 

our early breed type was as varied as our haircuts, 

but through perseverance and determination, some 

Preservation: Regaining and Maintaining Breed Type 

By Shari Robinson, Keepsake Wheatens 

This is the first in a series of articles intended to start a dialogue where breeders      

can hopefully connect with our past, to better our future. 

of those early combinations gave way to some 

beautiful balanced dogs that could move like they 

owned the ring.  

At shows, these breeders would get together, go 

over each others dogs, share their thoughts on 

grooming, and talk about breedings, puppies…all 

with a common goal. 

While they looked at their dogs with a breeder’s 

critical eye, they also were able to recognize what 

would move them forward in the direction for the 

betterment of the breed.   

It is a well accepted fact that for establishing a strong 

line in any breed, tight line breeding is the long 

recognized rule. I encourage everyone to research 

successful breeding lines of 3 random long-standing 

breeds. Unfortunately the genetic pool for Wheatens 

wasn’t “deep enough” for this to work for our 

breed, thus health issues began. 

This walk through our past is not intended to pick 

weeds or point fingers. These early breeders 

followed the right path to establish a breed, and by 

these early dogs, this was the path to successful 

results…look at these dogs. 

I encourage anyone reading this to go back in our 

breed archives and look at what these dogs looked 

like. 

I’m providing my “must see list” to get you 

started. In no specific order, the date behind their 

name is the date they acquired their championship. 

Ch Abby’s Postage Dhu O’Waterford (10/08/73) 

Ch Innisfree’s Annie Sullivan (10/7/73) 

Ch Raclee Express West O’Andover (04/2/75) 

Ch Cloverlane’s Connaught (05/12/74) 
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CH LEGENDERRY’S DAEL DERMAIT (05/26/74) 

CH LONTREE’S KILLARNEY KIP (05/24/75) 

CH SHANDALEE’S WATERFORD SHEILA (01/09/77) 

CH ANDOVER LUCK BE A LADY (07/29/78) 

CH GLEANNGAY HOLLIDAY (03/11/78) 

CH WATERFORD PANAMA GOLD (07/16/78) 

CH GLEANNGAY SOMEWHAT PAST DHU (12/22/79) 

CH LEGENDARY BABE IN ARMS (04/28/79) 

CH WILDFLOWER WOODBALM (06/08/79) 

CH KOOPS KILKENNY OF WOODBRIDGE (02/08/76) 

CH BRIARLYN DANDELION (08/28/77) 

I encourage you to look past the haircuts, and see 

their front and rear angulation, the overall balance, 

how much neck some had, and how and where the 

neck transitions to the topline.  

Transitions and fronts like this are not common in 

our breed anymore; many are manufactured with 

clever grooming.  

When I started in this breed, I combed over these 

archives and pedigrees so often, committing them to 

my memory…admittedly, my memory isn’t as strong 

as it once was, but with more years of experience in 

the breed, it was again interesting to go back through 

these dogs from long ago, and comparing them to 

what we are seeing in our rings today. One would 

expect we have come a long way, but it’s debatable 

as to whether it’s for the better.  

Next issue, we will explore structure and balance, 

then and now. 

CH RACLEE EXPRESS WEST O’ANDOVER 

CH GLEANNGAY HOLLIDAY 

CH CLOVERLANE’S CONNAUGHT 

CH ABBY’S POSTAGE DHU O’WATERFORD 
CH WILDFLOWER WOODBALM  

CH ANDOVER LUCK BE A LADY  
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By Gay Dunlap, Judges Education Chair  

Judging the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier  

This article by Gay Dunlap was sent to AKC for approval and subsequently distributed to all judges of the breed 

The Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America wishes to remind all judges that proper 

presentation of the breed is an integral part of our breed standard. Please give it due consideration!  

F or quite some time now, we have noticed a 

growing tendency on the part of many exhibitors 

to use clippers on the Wheaten Terrier coat and to 

take the coat down close to the skin in many areas. 

This is a direct departure from acceptable presentation 

as dictated by our standard.  

These practices, unfortunately, have been picked up by 

newer breeder/exhibitors as well. Not only are they 

failing to follow our standard’s dictates, but many of 

our judges are ignoring them as well.  

We have always intended that the Wheaten Terrier 

stand quite apart from the Kerry Blue; never did we 

want our breed to resemble a blond version of its 

more stylized cousin. The original standard (1973) 

stated that the “Soft Coated Wheaten is a natural dog 

and must so appear.” From there we went on to say, 

“The breed requires moderation…in presentation and 

any exaggerations are to be shunned.” The last quote 

remains a clear directive to this day. But the standard 

goes much further in spelling out correct presentation. 

 It is our intention here to not only offer clarification 

but to request that all judges of the Soft Coated 

Wheaten Terrier study the standard again and follow 

its dictates regarding presentation.  

Under the heading “Presentation,” our standard states: 

“For show purposes, the Wheaten is presented to 

show a terrier outline, but coat must be of sufficient 

length to flow when the dog is in motion. The coat 

must never be clipped or plucked. Sharp contrasts or 

stylizations must be avoided. Head coat should be 

blended to present a rectangular outline. Eyes should 

be indicated but never fully exposed. Ears should be 

relieved of fringe, but not taken down to the leather. 

Sufficient coat must be left on skull, cheeks, neck, and 

tail to balance the proper length of  body coat. Dogs 

that are overly trimmed shall be severely penalized.”  

Surely there is no need to clarify the words “Must 

never be clipped.” Moving on from there, what does 

the standard mean when it asks that “sharp contrasts” 

and “stylizations” be avoided? It is eschewing exactly 

what is being done to many Wheaten Terriers in the 

show ring. It requires that the length of coat on the 

dog’s body be GRADUALLY shortened between it 

and the hair down the sides and front of the neck; 

and between it and the hair on both the tail and the 

hind end. The same applies to the hair on the outer 

ear flaps, the sides of the head (cheeks) and the 

under jaw. The length of hair must never abruptly 

change from long to short but rather be a GRADUAL 

conversion.  

Currently, what we see instead is an almost naked ear 

flap, a naked “V” from the sides of the neck down 

the front; the naked sides of muzzle and underjaw 

until met with a sudden explosion of beard, the latter 

often out of balance with the dog, absurdly long and 

bushy. Moving to the hind quarter, the tail, often 

devoid of hair, juts out looking like a slightly curved 

stick or perhaps a bone, not quite picked clean. The 

hair that should be there to blend with the body coat 

has been almost entirely removed. Finally, there’s the 

“Baboon Butt.” Our Wheaten Terrier, correctly 

coated from the side, displays a bare butt almost 

completely devoid of hair.  

Most judges do seem to check proper length of body 

coat by running a hand up and down through side 

coat, to establish texture and to determine that the 

length is sufficient for the coat to “flow.” Beyond this, 

little or no attention is given to the many abrupt 

changes in coat length. 

The only way to achieve correct presentation is and 

always has been with the careful and prudent use of  
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a good pair of thinning shears. The gradual thinning 

and shortening of hair from lengthy body coat to the 

shorter coat on head, ears, front and rear can only be 

done with thinning scissors. Use of a clippers blade 

NEVER allows for the gentle and gradual shortening 

and thinning of hair.  

When we describe the Wheaten Terrier as a natural 

dog, what we mean is that we want the dog to 

appear as though, like Topsy, he “just growed that 

way.” This, therefore, would preclude all the sharp 

stylizations that have developed in recent years. 

 When we say the head coat should be blended to 

present a rectangular outline, this is what we mean:  

 

When we say the eye should 

be indicated but never fully 

exposed, this is what we 

mean: 

At the same time, also notice 

on these examples, the 

amount of hair left on 

cheeks/neck as it gradually 

tapers from the longer jacket 

and beard hair, gently 

merging with it. 

These photos also show the 

correct trim on head/topskull. 

Note there is no excess hair on 

top skull, but rather rises only 

slightly above the fold of the 

ear.  

 

 The fall begins slightly above 

the eye, where the hair 

naturally wants to fall 

forward. The hair above this 

point on the skull stands up 

and should be shortened with 

thinning shears. Beards must 

be shortened and thinned to 

balance with the top skull. It 

occurs to me that perhaps 

leaving overly abundant hair on the topskull has 

come about as an attempt to balance a long, bushy 

beard. Both destroy the look of our breed that sets it 

apart from the Kerry Blue trim. 

When we say no sharp 

contrasts, we also expect 

the rear to look like the 

photo above, hair neatly 

blended into the coat on 

flanks and ample hair left 

on the tail. Note, too, the 

more natural head trim with 

hair blended gradually and 

no exaggerations. 

 

Finally, take a good look at the photos below. They 

exemplify a well-presented Soft Coated Wheaten 

Terrier. Please study them, honor them and make it 

your responsibility to help us keep the look alive. 
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Ask a Breeder/Exhibitor  

March Question:  As you plan your next breeding and the dog you would like to use is not 

available for a live breeding, and a breeding with fresh chilled semen may not work due to 

timing or a holiday, would you consider using frozen semen? 

 Neil O’Sullivan & Gerard Thompson, Geragold Wheatens 

We have enjoyed success with live cover, fresh chilled, and frozen semen.  Not all stud dogs are blessed with the 

same quality post thaw. Please note the buffer solution used by the thawing vet must be compatible with the 

original buffer solution used when freezing the semen otherwise motility can be severely compromised. Using 

board certified theriogenologists is extremely important to ensure the best result when freezing semen and when 

thawing and implanting semen. Surgical implant or transervical implant of frozen seems to run an average of 75% 

pregnancies.  Of these pregnancies we have found mostly normal litter size, unless the bitch has a history of small 

litters, or the semen had poor quality when thawed.   

We like live cover for a maiden bitch.  The physical act of that mating seems to influence their whelping history. 

Feeling and seeing that peristaltic movement of her uterus is amazing during live cover. I am not a fan of side by 

side mating rather than allowing live cover.  Call me old fashioned but I do like a brucellosis test on sires and 

dams for live cover and before saving semen.   

But we will always go to any lengths to breed to the stud dog we think is ideal for our bitch. Making the best 

combination is always our focus. By live cover, fresh chilled, or frozen, we will do the best breeding we can do.   

Anonymous 

I would prefer fresh chilled. Over frozen. Frozen is an iffy situation and not very cost effective either. 

I used fresh chilled 4 times. There was nothing wrong with the semen sample sent and my bitch had previous 

litters. The progesterone was dead on target....she did not conceive. This happened twice.  The third time I did get 

a smaller litter. 

I prefer live breedings or will do a side by side. My theriogenologist always tells me to have a plan B, in case the 

first dog is not available. 

Maggie Snow, Dromara Wheatens 

I have experienced great success with both fresh chilled and frozen. As well as naturals. I am very fortunate to live 

down the road from the Ohio State University Vet School and work with their well respected Theriogenology 

team. 

I have learned a great deal from them and experts at Zoetis about Semen and bitches. For example not all Semen 

collection & evaluations report the same way. Also that not all maiden bitches bred with frozen will become 

pregnant. Ohio State also has a great track record with Transcervical Insemination.  

I have had failures that have been difficult to analyze, but timing and quality of semen are so critical for success.  
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 Susan Ratliffe, Whindancer Wheatens 

I really prefer a live breeding first. Our dogs should be able to do live breedings when possible and not only be 

relied on for frozen semen or fresh chilled. Our human owners need to learn proper timing and how to assist their 

dogs with live successful breedings also. This is becoming a lost art and I don’t feel this is beneficial to our dogs or 

our breed. That being said, I have done both fresh chilled and frozen semen breedings. Both with about the same 

success rate. I rely on a good Reproduction Vet to help coordinate these. Decent lab progesterone tests are a must. 

In house Progesterone tests tend to not be reliable when the numbers start to rise when it is crucial for timing on a 

frozen semen breeding or fresh chilled. Frozen is less labor intensive for the owner since it is often one shot where 

fresh chilled is often 2 breedings. Both breedings can be done without anesthesia for your female.  I believe in 

doing brucellosis testing before any breeding just to make sure. I believe if your Reproduction Vet has good 

experience and success with frozen semen, it is as good as fresh chilled. I really try to avoid frozen or fresh chilled 

on a maiden bitch. These procedures are expensive and not always as successful as a bitch that has had a litter 

before.  

A good Reproduction Vet and good testing is key.  

Karla Baer Cohen, Claddagh Wheatens 

I would absolutely use frozen semen! 

Over the years things have changed in my area of the country in regards to breeding. We used to ship a bitch or jump in 

the car and drive her for a day or two to meet up with the dog for a live breeding. Both of those decisions caused a lot 

of stress. 

 We have had successful breedings from both fresh chilled and frozen semen. We’ve had a litter of 9 via a live breeding 

and 20 years later used frozen semen from the same dog and had 6 beautiful puppies. 

 We haven’t had any issues with either method but I believe that there are two very important parts to the equation; 

 1.  Have a good repro vet 

 2.  Have a good relationship with the stud owner. 

You need to count on both of them to help you achieve your goal of a beautiful, healthy litter of Wheaten puppies.  

 Lana Campbell, Tyrone Wheatens 

Due to our relatively remote location here in Canada fresh-chilled or frozen semen is often our only choice to do 

a quality breeding.  

I have used both with success although I find progesterone timing for fresh chilled semen to be a little more 

forgiving. Frozen semen, while easier to have on hand in advance of a breeding, requires a very experienced 

repro vet to get the timing right. A miss with frozen is heartbreaking because the semen is possibly from a 

neutered or even deceased stud dog and so very expensive to ship and prepare for insemination.  

We have had really good success collecting and shipping fresh-chilled semen with a great repro team, making sure 

to have a teaser bitch available and getting it to the shipper or airline without delays (Which usually means taking 

it there myself). We have found using two collections of fresh-chilled shipped either together or on two 

consecutive days helps as well. We had one instance where the first collection was delayed and arrived after the 

second collection. A nice sized litter was achieved because that second shipment arrived on the perfect day for 

insemination! A good Reproduction Vet and good testing is key.  
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Grooming for Type:  My Scissors Aren’t Working! 

Willie Rueda, Trébol Wheatens 

T he grooming of any particular dog provides a chance to evaluate and gain insight on its conformation and 

your trimming can highlight what you value as essential in the Standard. 

But the challenge can be as simple as learning to properly handle and use your scissors. Watching an experienced 

groomer naturally leads to inquiries into their preferred tools. After about a year of struggling to learn how to 

prepare my Wheaten for the ring, I had my first opportunity to meet and watch my eventual mentor and now 

friend groom my dog. (There may have been begging involved, I don’t recall ;-). I watched in amazement as his 

hand and scissors moved—hair flying effortlessly away from the dog. “Woooah,” I offered, “what scissors do you 

use?!” Looking over his glasses, he casually asked for the pair I held in my hand and began again. My trusty 44-

20’s, now somehow transformed, reproducing the same described effect! 

The point here, and the key to any lesson plan starts with proper use of your scissors: grip and technique. Of 

course, any pair of scissors should fit comfortably in your hand—it matters not if using straight or thinning shears, 

they are handled the same way. But for purposes of discussion, the focus here will be on thinning shears, which for 

most Wheatens will work best. Cutting hair is not the same as cutting paper. Holding your shears correctly so that 

only the thumb moves requires practice to reinforce proper muscle memory. This will allow you to focus on the 

trim and not the trimming. 

Think of the scissors as an extension of your fingers, resting at the tips and never past the base of your 

fingernails. They should rest lightly on your fingers with index finger at the pivot screw, ring finger in the 

stationary blade hole and pinky on the finger rest. They should NOT be clutched like pruning shears. * 

Now practice moving only the cutting blade—controlled by the thumb—by moving it up and down while 

keeping the other fingers still. Once you feel comfortable with this, try different hand positions remembering to 

move only the thumb. Once you feel more comfortable with the scissors at the ends of your fingers moving 

only your thumb, you can start to experiment with cutting hair.  
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The two thinning shear techniques associated with shaping Wheaten coats are tipping and thinning. Tipping, of 

course, removes hair length from the ends of the hair and allows us to create shape and blend uneven lengths. 

This technique can “lighten” the hair to create volume—think leg furnishings— by allowing the hairs to support 

each other into the desired shape. Long lengths that reach to the ground will lay flat and bounce, while shorter 

layered hairs can create volume and flow typically, often without the use of product.  

The focus here is on thinning, which allows for the removal of bulk or hair volume, especially when taking 

away length is no longer an option. It can be done anywhere from the root to no more than half way up the 

hair shaft. Thinning will encourage wave, allow hair to lay down and flow as opposed to bounce, and can help 

blend transitions between varying coat textures on the same dog. 

There are different approaches on how to thin, and, generally, the lower on the hair shaft you thin, the more 

the coat will lay down. It is an effective tool across toplines, over shoulders and even hips. With profuse coats, 

it pays to be systematic in approach. Thinning is best performed in specific time intervals (say…every 6 weeks) 

because it will create a variety of hair lengths and can be likened to rolling a hard coat. This will require some 

planning around more important shows to ensure shorter hairs are not poking through the longer ones. 

Try these steps to lay down a section of the dog’s coat: 

 

1. Determine the area to be thinned and start at one edge by making a straight part about the length of your 

scissors and holding the hair in place with the back of your hand.  

 

 

2. Insert the straight cutting blade above the part line. Note: the further above the part line, the more hair you 

will be thinning. About a 1/4" above the part should allow you to cut the hair with one uninterrupted motion. 
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3. Now, close the blade in one uninterrupted motion, keeping it as close to the base of the hair shaft as 

possible. If your blade sticks it means you made too wide a part. Remove blade and make a finer parting. Do 

not grind the scissors back and forth or you will make holes!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. After you cut, pull the hair down and away from the non-scissor hand with the blade. This will give you a 

clean parting for your next cut. Proceed through your predetermined section with this pattern, then comb out 

the excess hair.  

Using this technique can be very helpful in giving form to a dog while maintaining coat length and can be used 

to define particular features of the dog that you wish to highlight. It reduces volume that can make the dog 

appear too bulky or too large and will enhance wave in the coat. Used judiciously, it will take your trimming 

to the next level. 

Things to remember:  

1. What is the dog’s coat type? Does it flow or does it stand away? How will this affect the final silhouette as I 

shorten the hair length? 

2. Layered hair is lighter and will tend to flow and show more 

wave. 

3. Your dog is ROUND, and so your grooming should follow the 

contours of the body. Using both the described techniques in 

tandem will allow you to avoid sharp contrasts in lengths.  

A short flat topline, long hanging side and leg coat, flat-scissored, 

skirt-like underlines do not promote a natural look especially when 

contrasted with shiny, shaved butts and thighs. With this in mind, 

take the time to objectively analyze your dog’s coat and structure 

to make your Wheaten picture. Consider if and what makes your 

dog square. The length of the body vs the legs.  

 

With this in mind, how will your technique affect the final 

silhouette and type of your dog? 

*Photos and content excerpts used with permission from “Grooming for Show—Tips and Tricks” by Gary Vlachos 10/3/2009 
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SCWTCA Endowment, Inc.SCWTCA Endowment, Inc. 
a 501(c)3 non-profit organization, donations are deductible for Federal Tax purposes 

 

The SCWTCA Endowment Board 
 

Thanks its 2022 donors for their contributions 

      Fundraiser Events 
 Network for Good, 17 anonymous donors via FaceBook Fundraiser 

 Network for Good, partner donation via Facebook Fundraiser 

 Giving Tuesday 

 Lisa Alden 

 Ronda Allen 

 Delaine Barr 

 Cathryn Bennett 

 Dinah Brock, In Memory of our Beloved Wheaten 'Abi' whose life was cut short 

 Thomas Chiaravalloti 

 Nicole Cleary 

 Eileen Collins, Am delighted to contribute and hope the continued research may 
help future Wheatens and their owners 

 Mary Benson Daniels 

 Elizabeth Garcia 

 Charles Ivey 

 Susan Jackson, Love what you guys do!!! 

 Thomas Johnson 

 Jane McGrath 

 Terri Mitchell 

 Marcy Nadel 

 Charles & Carol O'Connor 

 Cathy Yuen, Thanks for working to better the breed 

Wheaten Terrier Breeder Tributes 
 

 Banner Wheatens 'Yorick' (GCH Dhowden Funny Business) x 'Berry' (CH Banner 
The Way You Do The Things You Do) Litter born July 19, 2022: 

   Jackie & James Daniels, for 'Rory' (Banner You Are My Sunshine) 

   Kristin & Thomas Fletcher, for 'Millie' (Banner I Heard It Through The 
 Grapevine) and In Honor of SCWTs and Banner Wheatens for their 
 commitment to and love for the breed 

   Rose & Jason Gardner, for 'Sally' (Banner Mustang Sally) 

   Pam Mandeville, for 'Robin' (Banner My Girl) and 'Wilson' (Banner  
 Higher and Higher) 

   Donna Pizzulli & J. R. Emmanuelli, for 'Kelly' (Banner My Guy Kelly) 

   Rebecca Robbins & Rourke Bonnell, for 'Phyllis' (Banner Mama Said) 

   Joseph Howard & Deborah Whitlock, for 'Basil' (Banner Sugar Pie 
 Honey Bunch) 

   Beth & Scott Lange, For 'Robin' (Banner My Girl) 

 Nancy Draper, In Honor of Gerard Thompson and Dr. Neil O' Sullivan, Geragold 
Wheatens 

 Kimberly Wright, In Honor of J'Adore Wheatens and In Support of the SCWT 
Database 

 William Hendrix, In Honor of Nona Mansfield, Lovesong Wheatens 

 Lynn Cone, In Memory of all Raelyn Wheatens puppies 

 

        Individuals & Corporations 
 

 Lisa Alden 

 Robin Alexander, In Memory of Katie Riley and all the wonderful Christmas 
memories she shared with us through her whimsical ornaments 

 Robyn Alexander, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Robyn Alexander, In Memory of Jackie Gottlieb 

 Ashley Ambrose, for Nelson 

 Anonymous 

 Florence Asher 

 Elaine Azerolo 

 Kay L. Baird 

 Susan Banovic, In Support of the SCWT Database 

 Lynn Barth, In Memory of our beloved 'Harper' 

 Charlene Becker and William Barrett, In Honor of the Wheatens: 'Arika', 'Bexley', 
and 'Rouge' and 'Mercedes' and 'Sapphire' Porties 

 Sheryl Beitch 

 Benevity Community Impact Fund 

 Sue Benso, For 'Charlie' 

 Sue Benso, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Kathy Bowers 

 Marla Braun & Chuck Rodamer, Thank you, Art Miller, for your work on the 
Database 

 Scott & Jana Brown 

 JoAnn Budraitis 

 Lana Campbell 

 Lori Clark, In Honor of Gerard Thompson 

 George Condos, In Memory of 'Declan' Dougherty (2008-2022.) If love alone 
could have kept you here, you would have lived forever. 

 George Condos and Jim Dougherty, In Memory of 'Declan' Dougherty 

 Conway & Company Architects: Joanna & Bob Conway, Additional gift to "Red 
Hat Fund" Honoring all the wonderful women dedicated to Wheaten health 

 Rebecca Cozart & Duckprints Gallery, In Honor of San Jeffries and her love of 
Wheatens 

 Christine Dore-Brown, In Honor of Gerard Thompson, wishing him well 

 Patricia Farinacci, In Memory of 'Darby' 

 Jeanne Pedersen Ferris, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Helen Fraguela, Sending prayers for Gerard Thompson 

 Shirley Gee, In Memory of Carol Carlson. Happy birthday. 

 Shirley Gee, In loving Memory of Carol Carlson 

 Mel & Marcie Granick, In memory of McClaren's Comedy Central, 'Squash' — 
We will remember her always 

 Jessica Guynn, Thank you so much for all the work you do! 

 Kyndrea Hardin 

 Jill Hasenkopf-Miller, In Memory of John Mandeville 
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 Pamela Harnack, In Memory of Dr. George H. Luke 

 Jill Hasenkopf-Miller, In Honor of Gerard Thompson 

 Kathryn Heller, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Hodge, In Memory of Gerald F. Stack 

 Emily Holden, In Memory of Katie Riley 

 Emily Holden, In Memory of Priscilla Tims 

 Emily Holden, In Honor of Gerard Thompson and Neil O'Sullivan 

 Robert Horgan, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Ann Howie, In Memory of 'Gusto' 

 Barry & Bonnie Ivler, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Barry & Bonnie Ivler, In Honor of Gerard Thompson: Get Well Wishes for Gerard 
Thompson…, wishing you a very speedy recovery. With All of our Wheaten Hugs 
and Kisses, CharMax Wheatens - Bonnie & Barry 

 Barry & Bonnie Ivler, In Appreciation of Kathleen McIndoe and the SCWT 
Database 

 Elizabeth Jamiolkowski, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Elizabeth Jamiolkowski, In Honor of Gerard Thompson - return to good health! 

 Cindy Jansen 

 Thomas Johnson 

 Johnson & Johnson Foundation Matching Gifts Program 

 Johnson & Johnson Foundation Matching Gifts Program 

 Johnson & Johnson Foundation Matching Gifts Program 

 David & Jo Ansley Kendig 

 Lynne Kester 

 Allison Koester, In Honor of Janet Snoddy, Ann Leigh, Sheryl Beitch, and Joanne 
Wirth and In Appreciation of the SCWT Database 

 Helen Knopf, In Memory of Katie Riley 

 Suzanne Larson 

 Rose Lawrie, In Honor of Gerard Thompson. Get. well. 

 Pam Mandeville, In Honor of all the Banner Wheatens and their families 

 Pam Mandeville, In Memory of Jackie Gottlieb 

 Amy Martin-Piesz 

 Amy Martin-Piesz, In Honor of 'Wren', 'Bravely' and 'Brodie' "Star Wheatens" 

 Amy Martin-Piesz, In Honor of 'Wren', 'Bravely' and 'Brodie' "Star Wheatens" 

 Anna Marzolino, In Honor of John Mandeville, who was a great dog person, a 
funny friend and all around great guy. Always dedicated to the Endowment and 
health of not only Wheaten Terriers but canine health in general. Love you John. 

 Anna Marzolino, In Memory of Jackie Gottlieb 

 Anna Marzolino, In Memory of CH Hullabaloo Alchymist, my true love XXOO 

 Laura Matern 

 James & Ann McCormick, In Memory of 'Sachet' GCH Irishkeen's Pillo Full O' 
Petals CGC 

 Ellyn McCue, In Honor of 'Lucygirl' and 'Ceilidhgirl' 

 Susan McGee 

 Jack & Jane McNellis-Wilson, In Honor of Lise Morgan 

 Jack & Jane McNellis-Wilson, In Memory of 'Charlie' McNellis-Wilson - our 
beautiful SCWT girl that passed on November 26, 2022 at 13 years old. 

 Helen J. Moreland 

 Lise Morgan 

 Karen Nadeau, In Memory of my Wheatie, 'Audrey' 

 Marshall Nelson 

 B Ostrom 

 Pamela Peckham, In Memory of 'Stormy' - Carrick's Perfect Storm RE, CGC 

 Barbara Penny, In Support of the SCWT Database 

 Sue Peters, In Honor of Gerard Thompson & Neil O'Sullivan 

 Kristin Pierson 

 Donna Pizzulli, In Honor of Helen Fraguela 

 Bette Railton, In Honor of my beloved Wheaten Terrier, 'Gracie', 2006-2021 

 Susan A. Ratliffe 

 Joyce Rienzo, In Honor of Gwen Arthur 

 Marcus & Alice Robertson 

 Susan L. Robinson, for all my rescues 

 Penelope M. Rogers, In Memory of Princess Margaret, loved by Geoff & Bernie 
Davies 

 Sandra Ross, With well wishes for Wheaten friend, Gerard Thompson 

 Meg Ryan 

 Steve & Susan Sakauye, In Memory of Carol Carlson 

 Salesforce, Inc., Donation match drive by Nicole Ramos Cleary 

 Catherine Scotto 

 Sandy Settoon 

 Sam Simkins, In Memory of 'Jasper' (2000-2010) and 'Hudson' (2008-2020) — 
forever in our hearts. Sam & Travis 

 Donna L. Smith & 'Toby', In Memory of Ch Amaden's Bugger Vance 'Percy' 

 Donna L. Smith & 'Toby', In Memory of Amaden's Look at Me 'Sandra Dee' 

 Margaret K. Snow, For Gerard's continued recovery 

 Margaret Snow, Watchdog Health Tracker 

 Bonney Snyder, In Memory of Gwynne McNamara — Clanheath Wheatens 

 Bonney Snyder, In Memory of Larry Cohn 

 Bonney Snyder, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Bonney Snyder, Thank you to Anna Marzolino for her dedication to the 
Endowment and Database 

 David & Sally Sotirovich 

 Roxanna Springer 

 Dorice Stancher, In Memory of 'Duffy', 'Krista' and 'Charly' 

 Donald Staub, In Memory of 'Finnegan' 

 Jacqueline Stein 

 Kathleen A. Stephens 

 Gary & Suzanne Stone 

 Patricia Swaney 

 Cynthia Tarango, In Memory of Abi Swinehart Brock 

 Jane Elkin Thomas, In Appreciation of the SCWT Database 

 Gerard Thompson 

 Bob & Pam Tinnelly, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Pam & Bob Tinnelly, In Honor of Gerard Thompson 

 Pam & Bob Tinnelly, In Memory of Paisley Summer Rain, 'Maria' 

 Toni Vincent, In Honor of the SCWTCA Endowment Board and Roxanna 
Springer. In Memory of Carol Carlson and Rosemary Berg 

 Toni Vincent, In Memory of John Mandeville and his love for Wheatens 

 Jeri Voyles, In Memory of John Mandeville 

 Jeri Voyles, In Memory of Greg Voyles - the Dog Father 

 Kelly Vrettos, In loving Memory of John Mandeville 

 Cerys Watson, In Honor of Zoe Carter 

 Wheatens In Need, In Honor of supporting Wheatens 

 Eleanor and Ira Wong MD, In Memory of 'Kelsie' (Hullabaloo Cut to the Chase, 
UD, MX, MXL, OAP, AJP, RA, CGC) 

 Ken & Karen Wood 

 Sarah Wynn, In Honor of Zoe Carter 

 Cathy Yuen, In Memory of Betty White 

 Dr. Marilyn Zimmerman 

 Elena Zweifach 
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By: Pam Mandeville 

’

Data Dump Diving 

When we talk about the current state of Wheatens…events, 

breeding, placing puppies… our opinions reflect our experiences, 

what researchers refer to as anecdotal evidence. A recent example: 

we’re seeing it’s harder to place puppies. An opinion about why 

may be based on anecdotes: potential owners balking at price 

becomes “the economy is the problem.”  

We once had a Congressman, Rush Holt, Jr., who really was a 

rocket scientist. (Actually, he was a physicist but his supporters 

found “rocket scientist” catchier.) He was fond of pointing out to his colleagues that the plural of 

“anecdote” is not “evidence.”  

Evidence is based on data…a lot of it and data that focuses on the question being asked. When it comes 

to dogs, who’s got the data?  AKC…and now we do, too. 

Considering the number of dogs (and their owners and breeders) registered and competing, AKC is 

obviously sitting on a mountain of data compiled over its 139 years about purebred dogs. Back in the 

day, however, getting at that data wasn’t quite so easy. AKC may have computerized but digging out 

useful information wasn’t its forte. Not surprisingly, politics was involved…AKC was happy to provide 

detailed registration statistics when the numbers were rising but as they fell, it became “competitive, 

confidential information.” Imagination and even understanding the dog world was often lacking. 

Consequently, getting meaningful numbers…how many Wheatens compete in events, what percentage of 

Wheatens from each litter are registered and the like…was difficult and when possible, required a hefty 

“custom report” fee. 

Unfortunately, it made decision making harder. But sometime recently, AKC apparently woke up. Now, 

twice a year, parent clubs receive a robust package of statistics for all breeds, their variety group and their 

breed. (SCWTCA Members will find it in the Members’ Only part of the website.) Each report contains 10 

years’ worth of detailed registration and event statistics. It has some simple, clear line graphs.  

Best of all are statistics based on unique dogs, something once buried in the bowels of the mainframe. 

Why is that important?  Well, let’s talk dog shows for a minute. If you look at what AKC reports publicly, 

you usually just see the number of entries in the course of the year. Big number and gets everyone talking 

about whether entries are up or down and what that means for dog shows. But it doesn’t tell us anything 

about who participates in the sport. Is it a small number of dogs competing a lot? Or a big number that 

are dabbling? Unique dog statistics tell us that in a way that we, as a parent club, can potentially impact. 

We’re more likely than AKC to know what drives Wheaten owners’ participation. 

These reports are the very definition of a data dump…so much information it’s hard to know where to 

start. Today’s goal is to whet your appetite by pulling out a few things and comparing us to Terriers and 

all breeds. (For registration information, AKC only provided through mid-year 2022 so the 2021 full year 

is noted. Due to the impact of the COVID lockdowns in 2020, I’ve avoided that year. For dogs later 

bred, I stopped the average at 2017 to account for our Code of Ethics requirements.)               
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This is hardly exhaustive; one could spend days with these reports and one could spend weeks debating 

what they mean. For example, post-pandemic, why did Performance, Family Dog and Title Recognition 

seem to not only rebound but take off while shows and companion events aren’t fully back?  Why are a 

greater percentage of Terriers bred than Wheatens? Why do our owners seem uninterested in a Family 

Dog event as compared to other Terriers and all breeds?  And then we can have a discussion on what to 

do about these and other issues.    

Take a look yourself at the reports. Pick a topic and just look at that…numbers, changes, related data. (A 

word of caution: if you start looking at percentage of changes or trends, be sure to also look at the actual 

numbers. A 10% change could mean 50 dogs or 5.)   

Pretty quickly, you’ll likely get overwhelmed. Here’s a hint: don’t just look at the numbers. They’re part of 

an answer.  Instead, first consider: what’s the question you’re asking?  

 

Or better yet…tell me what you want to know.  Maybe The Devil’s Advocate can do more data dump 

diving in a future column…and maybe our Board can do the same. 

  
Total Litters 

2021 Average Litter Complement* 
Avg % of complement later bred 

2010-2017 

SCWT 662 5.56 5.69% 

Terriers 14,438 4.47 9.6% 

All breeds 325,434 5.53 10.1% 

  

Unique dogs 
competing in 
conformation 

2019; 2021 

Unique dogs 
competing in 
companion 

events 

2019; 2021 

Unique dogs 
placing* in 

performance 
events 

2019; 2021 

Unique dogs 
earning a 

Family Dog 
title** 

2019, 2021 

Unique dogs 
earning Title 
Recognition*
**2019, 2021 

SCWT 411; 329 58; 49 51; 54 38; 32 1, 7 

Terriers 8,819; 7,977 2,201; 1,859 1,997; 2,273 696; 705 81, 214 

All breeds 104,554; 
92,374 

40,001; 
36,000 

40,628; 
46,299 

11,438; 
12,530 

1,035; 2,489 

* “Litter Complement” is the number of puppies in a litter. 

*AKC does not have accurate data for dogs entering these events, just the placements 

** Family Dog includes events like CGC, Trick Dog, Therapy Dog, etc.)   

*** Title Recognition Program includes Dock Diving, Barn Hunt, Flyball, etc 
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    Changing lives one hashtag at a time 
By Kris Jackson  

S ocial media often gets a bad 

rap for being a waste of 

time, not to mention its negative 

impacts on mental and physical 

health. But what are the impacts 

when we use the platform for 

good? What if we used social 

media to build community of 

kindness and generosity? 

Lou and Lindsay Seekircher have done just that with 

the creation of Norman’s Gang on Instagram. Over 

the last six years, Norman (Banner’s Rock the Blues 

Away), offspring of CH Banner Sweet Talkin’ Guy 

(BobDog) and GCH Burdigan Banner Five Finger 

Discount (Pinch), and his Gang (including many 

Wheatens from SCWTCA breeders) have impacted 

the lives of countless people and dogs across 6 

continents. 

“Dogs are the bridges that bring us all together.” – 

Lou Seekircher 

Lou didn’t grow up with dogs. In 2010 he reluctantly 

inherited an 8-year-old Wheaten named Mugsy from 

a distant relative who had passed away. Needless to 

say, he instantly fell in love. When Mugsy died, Lou 

was heartbroken, hesitant to open that door again. 

As we dog lovers know, we go into dog ownership 

knowing that our hearts will one day, and always 

sooner than we’d like, be broken. A few years later, 

Lou and Lindsay took a chance, bringing Norman 

home at eight weeks. Never could they have 

imagined how he would change their lives.  

#NormansGang 

Norman’s Instagram account began as a joke, 

created to poke gentle fun at people’s obsession with 

their phones and social media. All of that changed in 

2017, when Norman got sick. Several friends reached 

out to support Norman, Lou, and Lindsay by 

postingphotos of their dogs using the hashtag 

#NormansGang. As they continued to post their  

dogs and comical antics using 

the hashtag, other accounts 

wanted to join in the fun. 

Before they knew it, a Gang 

had formed. It all began with 

Wheatens and expanded to 

many other breeds and nearly 

1,000 members. Little did Lou 

and Lindsay know how these 

posts would expand and evolve over time. Norman 

would soon become the leader of a global Instagram 

community filled with joy, kindness, love, 

information, advice, and a purpose larger than 

themselves. 

#BeingNiceIsSoGangster 

Lou and Lindsay believe that kindness, love, 

generosity and laughter are the keys to living a 

fulfilled life. What started out as a small group 

evolved into a community that will soon announce 

Gangster #1000. The Gang, as it is referred to 

lovingly by its members, is run by the Seekirchers 

and a small group of volunteer “Ambassadors.” And 

while supporting gangsters and their families is the 

heartbeat of Norman’s Gang, most of this support 

happens behind the scenes. The Seekirchers and their 

Ambassadors are not interested in the spotlight for 

the acts of generosity that they undertake on behalf 

of Norman’s Gang, now a not-for-profit 

corporation. Rather, they are interested in 

cultivating a community that supports each other 

through every aspect of dog ownership, from 

puppyhood all the way to the rainbow bridge, and 

all the joys and sorrows in between.  
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#SecretStewart 

Norman’s Gang has successfully executed six international gift exchanges and several holiday 

card exchanges. This past year, in honor of the passing of one of the original gangsters, 

Stewart (CH Burdigan Color My World), a group of gangsters requested that the 

#SecretGangster exchange be renamed #SecretStewart2022. This global Secret Santa 

exchange included 300 dogs in 15 countries across 5 continents. The participants posted 

photos and videos on Instagram all along the way – shopping, shipping and finally opening 

all on the same day, revealing their many gifts (often including gifts for the humans as well) and, in gangster-

style, with love and appreciation for the sender’s generosity and thoughtfulness. This 

incredible gift exchange was equaled, if not surpassed, by this year’s third annual 

Healing Hearts gift exchange, in which thirty humans who 

have lost their pups exchanged thoughtful gifts with each 

other. Norman’s Gang’s commitment to the healing process 

is one of the hallmarks of the organization  

#LoveWins 

The goal of Norman’s Gang is to ensure that everyone, especially in times of 

heartache and adversity, feels loved and supported. This is how Norman’s Gang 

began and it continues to be part of the Gang’s evolution. Lou and Lindsay emphasize 

that while Norman’s Gang is ostensibly about dogs, it’s really about the humans 

behind the dogs and, despite the global pandemic and everything else going on in the 

world, the mission of kindness and generosity continues. As gangsters like to hashtag, 

#LoveWins. 

If you are interested in becoming a part of Norman’s Gang, you can find the Gang 

@NormansGang on Instagram and at www.normansgang.org. 

Kris Jackson (always in my heart: Frolic’s Carnival Games (Wheatley) and Frolic’s Rise n’ Shine (Sunny) and 

currently Havanese Daisy, Norman’s Gang #990) 

Dogs may be able to fall in love with you… 

Thanks to science, you can know, for a fact, that your dog loves you back. A 2015 study at Azabu 

University in Japan found an uptick in the level of oxytocin (sometimes known as "the love hormone") in 

both dogs and their owners when they stare at each other. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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Why Does My Dog Eat Grass? 

Reprinted with permission from The AKC                                   
Written by: Harriet Meyers 

Have you ever taken your dog out for a potty break 

and turned your back, only to discover your canine 

pal chomping on a large mouthful of grass? While 

you might panic and think about the vomit you’ll be 

cleaning off the carpet later, this behavior is not 

always cause for alarm. But why do they do it, and 

how do you know when it’s a problem? And are 

there ways to get dogs to stop eating grass? 

REASONS DOGS EAT GRASS  

There are a variety of reasons why dogs find grass to 

be a delicacy. These include: 

Diet Deficiency 

Some dog owners and veterinarians assume that grass 

eating is a form of pica, or eating strange nonfood 

items, sometimes caused by a diet deficiency. Many 

diet deficiencies are rooted in missing vitamins, 

nutrients, or minerals that are absent from daily 

intake. 

This should not be a problem for dogs who are fed 

a well-balanced diet, so consider asking your 

veterinarian about switching dog food if your dog 

repeatedly eats grass. 

Need for Fiber 

Eating grass could also be your dog’s way of getting 

more fiber, which helps them digest their food, pass 

stool, and keep their GI system operating like 

clockwork. A change to food with a higher-fiber 

content may help. 

Instinct 

If a dog’s diet is complete and balanced, eating grass 

may not be related to a deficiency at all — it might 

be instinct. Dogs’ digestive systems, dietary needs, 

and cravings have evolved to fit the lifestyle of 

domesticated dogs. 

While canines in the wild weren’t getting their 

primary source of nutrients from grass, eating an 

entire animal provided an optimal diet, especially if  

the animal’s diet consisted of various plants.  

Perhaps they naturally crave grass as part of their 

genetic makeup, dating back to when they hunted 

their own prey. 

Antacid 

My active young dog was on a high-quality, 

balanced diet when she suddenly started an                               

odd behavior. Upon going outside first thing in the 

morning, she would frantically gobble up as much 

grass as possible until she threw up some yellow 

foam. After that, she was perky and ready to launch 

into her morning two-miler. 

“Yellow foam, or bile, 

usually indicates that the 

dog has an empty 

stomach,” says Dr. Jerry 

Klein, AKC chief veterinary 

officer. “The bile can be 

very irritating and 

uncomfortable to the 

dog’s stomach. People 

take antacids to ease this pain, but dogs may eat 

grass to help them release the bile and feel better.” 

In my dog’s case, there was a simple solution to the 

problem. My vet suggested feeding her a bit of her 

food as soon as we wake up in the morning as part 

of our routine. That way, the bile that enters the 

stomach does what it’s meant to do – breaking 

down the food for digestion – rather than causing 

pain. A small meal at night, right before going to 

sleep, can also help. 

Boredom 

Maybe you have a fenced backyard and are lucky 

enough to be able to let your canine pal out there 

to play. But most dogs would rather have your 

companionship. If they’re hanging in the yard alone 

and eating grass, it may be that they’re just bored. 

You could stop the behavior with a combination  

https://www.akc.org/author/harriet-meyers/
https://retrievist.akc.org/essentials/things-to-stop-your-dog-from-eating-grass/
https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/why-do-dogs-eat-grass
https://bit.ly/3SorDSH
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/nutrition/best-dog-food-choosing-whats-right-for-your-dog/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/nutrition/benefits-high-fiber-dog-foods/
https://bit.ly/3SorDSH
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/nutrition/do-dogs-need-meat-in-their-diets/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/dog-vomiting-causes-diagnosis-and-treatment/
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of positive reward training, an exercise regime, and 

quality time you spend out there with your 

dog throwing a ball. 

Tasty Treat 

Of course, your dog might also just enjoy the taste 

and texture of fragrant, wet grass in her mouth, 

especially when new grass is emerging for the first 

time during the spring, or when your dog is thirsty. 

Always keep a bowl of fresh, cool water outside to 

satisfy your dog’s thirst. 

IS EATING GRASS BAD FOR DOGS? 

The consumption of grass may just be a sign that 

your dog is attempting to relieve an upset stomach, 

and some pups do vomit soon after eating it. That 

said, a small limited study conducted at the UC Davis 

School of Veterinary Medicine showed that only 

about 22 percent of dogs studied frequently vomited 

after eating grass and only 9 percent frequently show 

signs of illness prior to eating grass. The researchers 

concluded that grass and plant-eating is a normal 

behavior of domestic dogs. 

But sometimes even normal behaviors can be 

harmful. Grass may be treated with herbicides and 

pesticides that are toxic to dogs. Eating grass can also 

cause dogs to 

ingest intestinal 

parasites, for 

example 

roundworms 

and 

hookworms, 

that are left 

from animal 

droppings. In 

both cases, 

your veterinarian may want to perform assessments 

with fecal samples or blood tests to look for parasites 

and toxicity. 

If you notice your dog eating grass more frequently 

or excessively, be alert for potential underlying 

illnesses that may be causing the behavior. Check for 

vomiting, diarrhea, weight loss, decrease in appetite, 

bloody stool, lethargy, or lip licking. 

STOP YOUR DOG FROM EATING GRASS 

If you can, try to prevent your dog from eating 

grass, especially the stuff that’s not growing on your 

own property. While chewing on the lawn is a 

common behavior in many canines, you can train 

your dog out of the behavior to help provide peace 

of mind. Teach the “leave it” and go outside with 

your dog until you’re confident that the habit is 

broken. 

 Always monitor your dog when there are 

houseplants nearby, as certain varieties can cause 

toxicity if they’re chewed or ingested. It’s best to 

consult with your vet if you think your dog has 

chewed on a toxic houseplant or possibly 

ingested too much grass with a small amount of 

chemicals. Don’t use harmful chemicals or 

fertilizers – plant a dog-safe garden. 

 Feed your dog smaller, more frequent meals – 

feeding especially first thing in the morning. 

 Consider different products or a deterrent 

spray that will show your dog what areas are off

-limits. 

 Ask your veterinarian or a veterinarian 

nutritionist for recommendations of a balanced, 

nutritional food or digestive supplement that 

will best suit your dog’s age, breed, and activity 

level. 

 When you let your dog in the yard, play with 

him or give him a safe chew toy. 

Pesticides 
Dogs that have ingested 

grass treated with 
pesticides may show the 

following signs: 

 Excessive      
salivation 

 Nausea 
 Vomiting 

 Diarrhea 

Fecal Material 
Eating grass 

contaminated with 
fecal material can 
cause  intestinal 

illness:  

  Parvovirus  

  Intestinal  ........
......parasites  

   Heartworm  

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/training/training-rewards/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/how-much-exercise-does-dog-need/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/training/teach-your-dog-to-fetch/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/puppy-drinking-enough-water/
https://www.petmd.com/dog/conditions/infectious-parasitic/c_dg_canine_parvovirus_infection
https://www.petmd.com/dog/general-health/evr_dg_intestinal_worms_in_dogs
https://www.petmd.com/dog/general-health/evr_dg_intestinal_worms_in_dogs
https://www.petmd.com/dog/parasites/what-are-options-heartworm-prevention-dogs
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Getting Ready for Performance 
Dorice Stancher, MBA, CPDT-KA, CTDI, AACE 

Know Your Dog  

When meeting a puppy for the very first time it’s 

easy to get caught up in planning their future. 

However, we first need to know a little bit more 

about the puppy so that we can give her the best 

opportunity to excel. What are her strengths? How 

can we motivate her to want to learn and enjoy 

what she will be trained to do?  

When we take the time to get to know our puppies 

and work with them patiently we can discover their 

true potential. From the very beginning we want to 

make a positive association with everyday routines 

including grooming, car rides and visits to new 

places. It’s the very first step in creating not only a 

well adjusted dog but one that’s ready to compete in 

performance.  

Training Should be Enjoyable 

Dogs that enjoy training are more likely to do well in 

performance. Positive reinforcement is about having 

the dog earn all of the things they want and 

establishes a reciprocal relationship. When we take 

away the fear of doing something incorrectly they 

are more likely to try new things and become self-

motivated. They will even begin offering ways to 

seek those rewards. 

Early training can include AKC STAR Puppy and 

AKC Canine Good Citizen (CGC) classes which 

provide age appropriate training skills that are 

helpful to all dogs. Taking a group class not only 

helps with socialization but also begins early training 

with distractions. 

Unlike pet training, performance requires that in 

many cases the dog be fit for the activity and 

requires additional dedication to achieve goals.  

Performance Specific Behaviors 

These behaviors are useful for many performance 

events and should be done in consultation with your 

veterinarian.  

Retrieving                                                       

Obedience, Dock Diving, Pet Therapy, Trick 

Training 

Begin with two toys of equal value and toss the one 

item. If the puppy runs away with it we wait and 

begin playing with the other item. Eventually the 

puppy will realize that playing alone isn’t as much 

fun as playing with you. This is when you toss the 

other item. You can also offer a treat for dropping 

the item as an exchange. 

Chasing a lure                                                     

Useful for Fast CAT  

I usually start with shaking a soft retrieving toy to 

get them interested. I use the cue “Get It” and then 

praise when they have it in their mouths. I offer a 

treat as an exchange using the cue “Drop It”. As they 

mature I incorporate the use of a Flirt Pole. It 

provides enrichment opportunities when paired 

with basic obedience skills. The dogs are taught to 

do a behavior and then the reward is to chase and 

get the article.  

Go to a Place                                                  

Obedience, Agility, Dock Diving, Pet Therapy, Trick 

Training 
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The dog is taught to go to a place and remain there 

until released. This is really helpful for any event 

where the owner needs to step away from their dog. 

This is taught using a mat or slightly elevated surface 

such as the KLIMB or Cato Board. The dog is initially 

lured to the position. Once the dog understands and 

is able to perform successfully the distance is 

increased and eventually they can be sent to the 

position.  

Leave It                                                                 

For all performance events 

This is useful for items that the dog should not pick 

up or approach. This behavior is initially taught with 

food. We hide the treat under our hands and when 

they lose interest we praise and treat from the other 

hand. They never get the forbidden item. We 

gradually work up to having the item uncovered and 

walking past it without showing interest. This is one 

of the important parts of most therapy dog tests. It 

can also be useful when there is food on the ground 

in the competition area that you don’t want your 

dog to have. Once the dog understands the cue it can 

also be used to prevent them from engaging with 

distractions such as another dog.  

Hand Targeting                                                       

For all performance events 

This is an easy behavior to teach and is very useful. It 

helps with getting our dogs into position. It can be 

used for stacking and heeling. It is also a great way to 

encourage friendly greetings without jumping. 

 

1. Hold your flat hand, palm out, an inch or two 

from your dog. 

2. When their nose makes contact praise/treat.  

3. When your dog is able to do this from a few 

inches away add the cue Touch. Once your dog 

understands add distance and then distractions.  

Try New Activities 

Some dogs 

are bold and 

eager to take 

on any 

challenge. 

Others may 

need a little 

more help 

building 

confidence. 

There are so many great activities to choose from 

and dogs just like people, thrive on variety and 

learning new things. Does your dog like to swim? 

Are they fascinated by things that move or smell 

funny? The more opportunities you provide for 

your dog to learn the greater their abilities will shine 

and you may both discover something wonderful 

and exciting in the process.  

Dorice Stancher MBA, CPDT-KA, CTDI, AACE has 

titled her dogs in obedience, rally, trick training, 

conformation, herding, barn hunt, dock diving and 

Fast CAT.  

A dog's nose is its fingerprint… 
Dog noses have unique patterns that can serve to identify them, similar to human fingerprints. And in 
April 2021, dog food company IAMS launched an app that uses this fact to help reunite lost pups with 
their owners. After you download NOSEiD, scan your pet's nose and upload it to their database. If they 
ever escape your yard, any concerned human who finds them can search the app for a match. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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MEET THE BREEDS at the Javits Center 
By Lynn Cone, Raelyn Wheatens  

I  was asked by Emily Holden to take my boy, Crosby, and my friend, 

Melissa, who has Finn (bred by Emily) to Meet The Breeds at the 

Javits Center in NYC. “Of course,” I said. In years past my husband, Ray, 

and I enjoyed taking our dogs to the Florida Fair Purebred Dog Tent in 

Tampa. That was over 20 years ago.  

So off we went early on a Sunday morning in January. Sherri Kase-

McKenzie, a breeder from Florida joined us in the booth with her Fiona. 

Once we found our location we set up, and there were already a lot of 

people there. I heard the number for the day was 15,000.  

People would stop at our booth with huge smiles on their faces. You could tell 

they knew Wheatens and were excited to see them. Almost everyone said they 

had a Wheaten as a child or an adult, but recently lost it. Or they have always 

wanted one. We heard so many wonderful stories that day and met so many 

people who stayed and chatted with us. People came from all over including 

visitors to NYC. We heard many accents, especially Irish and Scottish. People 

really were excited to see the Wheatens. Some even took selfies with the dogs. 

Some came back more than once. It was fun to educate people about our 

wonderful breed, and the proper way to locate a well bred Wheaten. I found 

that most people already knew not to go to a pet store and how to find a 

good hobby breeder. Our breed is well loved and popular. It was a rewarding day for all. The dogs were 

exhausted but very happy. Definitely would do it again. 

Are you looking for a Puppy?  
While the AKC plays an important role in the dog world and in educating buyers, being listed 

as a breeder by them is no guarantee you are dealing with a reputable breeder. Puppy Mill 

dogs are generally AKC registerable. 

SCWTC Northern California  scwtcnc.club 

SCWTC Southern California  wheaten.org 

Delaware Valley SCWTC  dvscwtc.org 

SCWTC Greater Tampa Bay  flwheatenclub.org 

Motor City SCWTC  motorcitywheatens.org 

SCWTC Greater St Louis  scwtcgsl.com                             
Greater Denver SCWTC  denverwheatenclub.org           
SCWTC Greater Milwaukee  — no website — 
     Nancy Andersen, Treasurer  jnaterriers@tds.net 

Local wheaten club breeder referrals:   

Please buy your pup from a reputable breeder, one who adheres to the breed club (Soft Coated 

Wheaten Terrier Club of America) Code of Ethics. A list of SCWTCA Breeders can be found at 

scwtca.org. This National Breed Club is dedicated to the preservation and health of the breed. 

https://scwtcnc.club/
http://www.wheaten.org/
http://www.dvscwtc.org/
flwheatenclub.org
motorcitywheatens.org
scwtcgsl.com
denverwheatenclub.org
scwtca.org
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Held in Orlando, Florida, the only all-breed dog show organized and presented directly 

by the American Kennel Club, the nation’s oldest and only not-for-profit purebred dog 

registry. It runs multiple national events under the same roof. In conjunction with the 

AKC National Championship presented by Royal Canin, the AKC Agility Invitational, the 

AKC Obedience Classic, AKC National Owner-Handled Series Finals, AKC Fast CAT 

Invitational and the AKC Royal Canin National All-Breed Puppy and Junior Stakes are 

also held. 

It offers sizable scholarship awards for its Junior Showmanship winners and requires a specific grade point 

average as part of the eligibility criteria.  

Three FL Kennel Clubs hold their shows in conjunction with the National Championship, making it a FL 

Cluster and bringing a significant entry from around the U. S. 

All-Breed Puppy 

BOB/GRP3  Doubloon's Extreme Speed 

SHOW 
  
 JUDGE 

SPACE COAST KC OF PALM BAY 

12/13/22 
 MR. ADRIAN ADAMS 

BREVARD KC                               

12/14/22 
 MR. JAMIE HUBBARD 

CENTRAL FLORIDA KC                 

12/15/22 
 MR. PHILIP R. BRIASCO 

AKC NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 

12/18/22 
MS KATHI BROWN 

WD KEEPSAKE'S NO JACKET 

REQUIRED 
KEEPSAKE'S NO JACKET REQUIRED KEEPSAKE'S NO JACKET 

REQUIRED 
ADAKO HERITAGE YOU BUTTER 

NOT 
RWD ADAKO HERITAGE YOU BUTTER 

NOT 
ADAKO I APOLOGIZE FOR 

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING 
ADAKO HERITAGE YOU BUTTER 

NOT 
SUNDANCE NOTHING COMPARES 

2 U 
WB ROXSTAR'S MY LADY IS THE SEA KEEPSAKE'S FASHION ICON AZYDECO WILDFLOWER 

CALIFORNIA POPPY 
VILLANOVA HARD AS A ROCK 

RWB O'MANNION'S AROUND AND 

AROUND TO SHANNON 
KEEBLER'S COCONUT DREAMS AT 

MACPHAIL 
ROXSTAR'S MY LADY IS THE SEA ROXSTAR'S MY LADY IS THE SEA 

BOB GCHG ADAKO MICKEY MOUSE 

CLUB HOUSE 
KEEPSAKE'S FASHION ICON GCHG ADAKO MICKEY MOUSE 

CLUB HOUSE 
GCH KEEPSAKE BOREAL 

VICTORIOUS 
BOW KEEPSAKE'S NO JACKET 

REQUIRED 
KEEPSAKE'S FASHION ICON AZYDECO WILDFLOWER 

CALIFORNIA POPPY 
VILLANOVA HARD AS A ROCK 

BOS CH DOUBLOON'S EXTREME 

SPEED 
KEEPSAKE'S NO JACKET REQUIRED KEEPSAKE'S FASHION ICON GCH MACPHAIL WHAT EVER 

M'LADY WANTS DCAT CGCA T 
SD GCH KEEPSAKE BOREAL 

VICTORIOUS 
GCHG ADAKO MICKEY MOUSE CLUB 

HOUSE 
GCH KEEPSAKE BOREAL 

VICTORIOUS 
GCHP ADAKO MICKEY MOUSE 

CLUBHOUSE 
SB CH STAR EYE CANDY CH STAR EYE CANDY CH DOUBLOON'S EXTREME 

SPEED 
CH EXETER'S POCKETFUL OF 

STARLIGHT 
BOB/OH CH STAR EYE CANDY CH STAR EYE CANDY   
AOM    GCH FROLIC'S INTRINSIC (D) 

KEEPSAKE'S FASHION ICON (B) 
CH DOUBLOON'S EXTREME 

SPEED (B) 

WEEK AT A GLANCE 
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By Dina M. Melendez 

The 17th annual AKC Invitational, held in the Orange 

County Convention Center, in Orlando, FL, is an amazing 

event to attend as a spectator, and the energy in the 

building is electric.  The event hosts numerous dog events 

and showcases AKC breeds from all over the country.  The 

very best of the breeds attend this event, by invitation, and 

it is truly an honor to attend as a competitor.  

In Agility, the top 5 dogs of each breed receive an 

invitation as well as the breed’s #1 Preferred dog.  This 

National Event has a qualifying period that begins July 1st 

of the previous year to June 30th of the current year.  This 

event is scored by MACH points (seconds under SCT) and 

Double Q’s (2 qualifying runs on the same day).  This year, 

yet again, included an impressive group of Wheatens and handlers competing, which made for an amazing 

showing for the breed.   

The SCWT Teams were as follows: 

TOP 5 DOGS FOR 2022 AKC AGILITY INVITATIONAL (*titles shown- end of the qualifying period) 

#1 Mary Whiting and Rory                                                                                                                                 

AGCH MACH12 Rory Red King Of The Links MXB4 PDG MJS4 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8 THD CGCA TKP (6,289 points) 

#2 Lynn Denton and Pagne (Opted out/chose not to compete in 2022 Invitational)                                                  

CH MACH2 Saddlebrook’s Wyldwood Rebel Without A Cork BN MXG MJG MFS TQX T2B3 CGC TKN (1,289 points) 

#3 Cindy Jansen and Dew                                                                                                                                            

CH MACH Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RM MXS MJS XF T2B SWA TKA ATT (1,149 points) 

#4 Janine Mroz and Darby                                                                                                                                  

MACH3 Eringlo Riverdance MXS2 MJB2 MJP CGC (344 points) 

#5 Diane Guillotte and Highway                                                                                                                      MACH 

Mach Marolou Highway RN MXB MJB XF (305 points) 

#6 Kim O'Neill and Dani (#6 dog invited as #2 dog opted out)                                                                                 

CH Lil'Town Everland's Daenerys Morn Of Ardnacassa  BN RA MX MXJ OF SWE SCM SBM (76 points) 

TOP PREFERRED DOG  

#1 Dina Melendez and Vida                                                                                                                                    

MACH PACH Dunfrae’s Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX NF SWN SBE SCA SIA RATN 

CGC (1,149 points) 

 

The final ranking and scores of all Wheatens competing after 2 days/4 runs with 126 dogs (of all breeds) in the 16” class 

at the AKC Agility Invitational 2022.  Points are deducted for faults: 

#1 Vida (Pref) Finished #18 (100/100/100/100)     400 pts. 133.290 sec *Won the Breed Medallion 

#2 Highway    Finished #20 (100/100/100/100)   400 pts. 140.407 sec 

#3 Rory          Finished #59 (100/90/100/100)    390 pts  133.036 sec 
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#4 Dew          Finished #61 (100/100/90/100)     390 pts  140.994 sec 

#5 Dani          Finished #101 (100/97/62/74)       333 pts. 211.633 secs 

#6 Darby        Finished #119 (100/0/83/15)         198 pts. 153.920 secs 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WHEATEN TEAMS THAT COMPETED AT THE 2022 AKC INVITATIONALS!  

 

SOME PERSONAL COMMENTARY... 

Dina and Vida...  I want to give a huge thank you to this little girl who gives me everything 

and has taught me to never give up. As a young dog, Vida had a major health challenge that 

kept us from our first Invitationals and out of agility for a year. Vida slowly came back and 

never let her physical changes keep her from enjoying life and eventually getting back into 

many different dog sports.   

Our family has been heartbroken after the passing of my 20 year old son in November 2021 

and Matty was Vida’s bestie. Vida carried me through Invitationals last year but helped me 

“show up” this year. We as a team had a stellar year at Westminster with perfect runs and 

earned 2nd place in JWWs (the first wheaten to do so), all 3 clean rounds at the National Agility Championship 

and now Invitationals with 4 clean rounds. It is an honor to be awarded the Top Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier 

2022 AKC Breed Medallion this year and thank you to the SCTWCA for sponsoring the award. I couldn’t ask for a 

better partner and teacher dog—thank you Ms. Vida! 

Diane and Highway…  It was an honor and a privilege to be a part of the wheaten team at 

the AKC Agility Invitational.  Meeting with girls with great sportsmanship, always ready to 

help the others, smiling, you rocked it!  Thanks for accepting us- Diane and Highway. 

 

Mary and Rory…  It has been an amazing journey with my first agility dog 

Rory! He has taken us to the past 5 AKC Invitationals, AKC Nationals and Westminster! He’s 

not only an amazing agility dog but such a great companion! He loves our volunteer therapy 

visits, doing tricks and watching critters in the yard! Rory has not only earned numerous 

lifetime agility achievements but warms my heart everyday with his 

unconditional love!  

Cindy and Dew…  This was Dew’s second time at the Invitational. He is an enthusiastic 

worker and fast learner in all the performance events we compete in. When at home he is a 

big cuddler and loves to get belly rubs.   

 

Kim and Dani…  Dani and I had a fun time at the Invitational. She qualified in T2B on Friday 

and had one clean run over the weekend.  She came close to clean runs on two others but her 

handler had problems. 

 

 

Janine and Darby…  The 7th consecutive year we have been invited and competed at 

Invitational.  A bittersweet event as it may be Darby's last year competing at the Invitational 

as she is almost 12 years old. Darby is a wonderful teammate giving me 100% with amazing 

fun runs and special moments. 
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 Nov 2022—Jan 2023 

CONFORMATION 

DOG                    SIRE                DAM    

PERFORMANCE  

 DOG                  SIRE     DAM  

CH Haldane Inherit The Wind CH Haldane Blue Suede Shoes Haldane Back Home Again 

CH Haldane Taken By The Sky CH Cuilinn The Kingmaker GCHB CH Haldane Shoot The Moon 

CH Jendu At Last GCH CH Jendu Life Is Good BCAT Edgewood Last Call At Jendu 

CH Keebler's Cowboy Casanova CH Mackanme One And Only GCH CH Amaden's She's Got The Look 

CH Star Bucky Barns Superhero CH Briarlyn Star Hunter's Quest CH Star Little Miss Can'T Be Wrong 

CH Star Eye Candy CH Briarlyn Star Hunter's Quest CH Star Little Miss Can'T Be Wrong 

CH Whindancer Prince Charles Leaping In Air GCH CH Whindancer I'M In Love With The Shape Of You CH Whindancer's Autumn In New York 

CH Whindancer's Way To Go Ohio GCH CH Jendu Life Is Good BCAT CH Whindancer Wavy Gravy 

CH Keepsake's Fashion Icon GCHB CH Keepsake Boreal Victorious GCHS CH Keepsake Timtara Im A Rockstar 

CH Keepsake's No Jacket Required GCHB CH Keepsake Boreal Victorious GCHS CH Keepsake Timtara Im A Rockstar 

CH Westwhind Midnight Wind GCH CH Whindancer's Marvelous Night For A Moondance CH Spinner's Shake It Off At Westwind 

GCH CH Cadenza Op. 6 When You Got It, Flaunt It GCHS CH Greentree Luellen Unbridled Song CH Cadenza Op. 4 State Of Grace Uptown Girl 

GCH CH Stratford No Words Can Express It CH Raclee Express West O'Andover CD CH Stratford The Eyre Affair 

GCH CH Tchoklat Living The Dream Ellora Gillians Gold Tchoklat Pleasant Surprise 

GCH CH Doubloon's Extreme Speed GCHP CH Doubloon's Extreme Gamer BCAT Doubloon's The Wind-Up 

GCHB CH Keepsake Boreal Victorious GCHB CH Greentree Olympic Charm CH Keepsake Boreal Sea Clear 

GCHS CH Saltnsea Just An Illusion CH Andover All Done With Mirrors CH Saltnsea Suzi's Sunmeadow 

Dromara's Xfinity CGCA CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE FDC 
OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA 

CH Dromara's My Wild Ginger 

O'Mannion's Pride & Joy CGCA TKN GCH CH O'Mannion's Love Is Strong CH O'Mannion Greentree Havana's Honky Tonk Woman 

Wheaten Lane's Yellow Rose CGCA GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover CH Wheaten Lane's Mellow Yellow 

Marolou Motion AXP OJP NFP   

Marolou Motion AXP OJP OFP   

Pinehome's Sybelle Anime OA OAJ AXP AJP NF OFP  

AGCH2 MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFS2 TQX T2B10 
BCAT THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

MACH Marolou Highway RN MXB MJS MXF  

Nicki Vedder MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB MFP TKN  

Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB MFP T2BP BCAT CH Stratford Please Remember Me CH Stratford Hey Boo 

Lulu LaBelle HT BCAT CGCA TKA   

CH MACH2 Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RM2 RAE2 MXS MJG MXF T2B BCAT SWA SEE TKA 
ATT 

CH Aran Nothing Ventured... CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday 

Aspen Walker CGC   

Bingley Of The Loch CGC Gunnery Sergeant Of The Loch Chandon Of The Loch 

Happy Gabby Abby CGC   

O'Mannion's Pride & Joy CGCA TKN GCH CH O'Mannion's Love Is Strong CH O'Mannion Greentree Havana's Honky Tonk Woman 

Sundance Nothing Compares 2 U CGC TKN Sundance Hearts On Fire GCH CH Sundance's Kiss-Kiss You Rule My World-Prince 

Dougie II CGC   

Trinity's Par Ti To The Rhythm Of The Raine CGC GCHB CH Greentree Olympic Charm GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti 

CH Lil'Town Everland's Daenerys Morn Of Ardnacassa CD BN RA MX MXJ XF BCAT SWE 
SCM SBM 

CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can Lil'Town Callie's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa 

CH Star Say Hey CA DCAT GCH CH Bradberry's Divine Fitzpatrick CH Star's Just Sayin 

Atas Cruisin In The Fast Lane BN RI FDC AXP AJP XFP CAA DCAT RATN CGCA TKI CH Ata's Chariot Of Fire GCHB CH Atas Dim Sum Lights 

Ballybae Keleigh's W'Wilomena Erin DCAT CGC TKP Ballybae Devin's Liam L'Andrew CH Ballybae Una's Keepum Keleigh 

Jendu Blue Skyes OA NAJ DCAT CH Cela Next Hawaiian Punch CH Candance Sunny Skyes At Jendu 

Cheshire Nine To Five DCAT CH Jendu In The Spirit Of The Game CH Cheshire Heart And Soul 

Adare's Driving Miss Daisy NA OAJ AXP AJP NF FCAT GCHS CH Greentree Moonstruck Mombo Man CH Waterford Adare Anew 

CH Star Not Jokin CAX FCAT3 SCA CH Star  Kaler Lord Nelson CH Star Sweet And Sassy CGC 

Lulu LaBelle HT CGCA TKA   

AGCH MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJB5 PJG MFB2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

AGCH2 MACH15 Rory Red King Of The Links MXC4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFS2 TQX T2B10 
BCAT THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

Whindancer Mockingbird Paws CD MX MXJ MXP ACT1 RATCHX CGC TKP GCHS CH O'Lorcan's Mystery Writer GCH CH Whindancer's Sweet Dreams Are Made Of This 

Nicki Vedder MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB XFP TKN  

Logan Alexander Clagett MXP2 MXPB MJP2 MJPB XFP BCAT ACT1  

AGCH MACH13 Rory Red King Of The Links MXS4 PDC MJB5 PJG MFB2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 
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Logan Alexander Clagett MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XFP BCAT ACT1  

CH MACH3 Saddlebrook's Wyldwood Rebel Without A Cork BN MXC PAD MJC MFS TQX 
T2B4 CGC TKN 

CH Mackanme Patriotic Justice CH Saddlebrook's Champagne Fizz 

AGCH2 MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXC4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFS2 TQX T2B10 
BCAT THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

Whindancer Mockingbird Paws CD MX MXJ MXP MJP ACT1 RATCHX CGC TKP GCHS CH O'Lorcan's Mystery Writer GCH CH Whindancer's Sweet Dreams Are Made Of This 

Nicki Vedder MXP2 MXPB MJP4 MJPB MFP TKN  

Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB XFP T2BP BCAT CH Stratford Please Remember Me CH Stratford Hey Boo 

MACH PACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX NF 
SWN SBE SCA SIA RATN CGC TKP 

Ellileeah Star Of David Dunfrae's Sweet Sweet Spirit 

AGCH MACH13 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJB5 PJG MFB2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

AGCH MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFS2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

MACH Marolou Highway RN MXB MJS XF  

AGCH MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJS5 PJG MFB2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

MACH PACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX NF 
SWN SBE SCA SIA RATN CGC TKP 

Ellileeah Star Of David Dunfrae's Sweet Sweet Spirit 

Kilronan Justify NAJ CH Bryr Rose Starry Starry Night CH Kilronan Run For The Roses CGC 

Lil'Town Don'T Stop Me Now At Ardnacassa RA NAJ CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE 
NA OAJ SWA SCE THD CGCA TKI 

Kaler's Roxie The Dame With Moxie RN SWA SBE RATN TKN CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story CH Kaler Shebang 

Marolou Motion OAP OJP NFP   

Sam Hill's Left Turn At Albuquerque BCAT RATO CH Aran Nothing Ventured... CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday 

AGCH MACH13 Rory Red King Of The Links MXS4 PDC MJB5 PJG MFB2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

AGCH MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFB2 TQX T2B9 BCAT 
THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

Lil'Town Don'T Stop Me Now At Ardnacassa RA CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE 
NA OAJ SWA SCE THD CGCA TKI 

CH MACH2 Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RM2 RAE2 MXS MJG MXF T2B SWA TKA ATT CH Aran Nothing Ventured... CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday 

CH Lil'Town Everland's Daenerys Morn Of Ardnacassa CD BN RE MX MXJ XF BCAT SWE 
SCM SBM 

CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can Lil'Town Callie's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa 

Ceili's Fly Away Home RM RAE AX AXJ XF CGC TKA CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE FDC 
OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA 

CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC TKA 

CH MACH2 Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RM2 RAE MXS MJG MXF T2B SWA TKA ATT CH Aran Nothing Ventured... CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday 

Westwhind Firewall SWA CGC TKN GCH CH Whindancer's Fireworks At Westwind CH Greentree Quite The Charmer 

GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE NA OAJ SWA THD CGCA TKI GCHG CH Lil'Town Fiddler's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa GCH CH Bon Aquarel Nightingale Song At Lil'Town 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE SINE SENE SCA CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE NA OAJ SWA SCE THD CGCA TKI GCHG CH Lil'Town Fiddler's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa GCH CH Bon Aquarel Nightingale Song At Lil'Town 

Escapade Moonstruck Madness At Katdancer RN OAP NJP NFP SWA SCM SEE TKN CH Hullabaloo The Rookie VCD1 RE GCH CH Escapade Just A Minute 

Doubloons Razzmataz RE CA BCAT SWE SCM RATM CGC TKP CH Tara I Get Around GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Play 

CH Lil'Town Everland's Daenerys Morn Of Ardnacassa CD BN RE MX MXJ XF BCAT SWE 
SCME SEM SBM 

CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can Lil'Town Callie's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa 

Ceili Remember Happy Daze At Katdancer SCN CGC CH Stratford Please Remember Me CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC TKA 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

Westwhind Firewall SWA CGC TKN GCH CH Whindancer's Fireworks At Westwind CH Greentree Quite The Charmer 

GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE NA OAJ SWA THD CGCA TKI GCHG CH Lil'Town Fiddler's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa GCH CH Bon Aquarel Nightingale Song At Lil'Town 

GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad VCD1 BN RI NAP NJP OFP SWN SCE SEE SIA RATO 
TKI 

CH Cameron Hunnicut GCH CH Orion Trebol Hot Like Me RI TD NFP ACT2 SCA 
SIN SEN RATO 

CH MACH2 Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RM2 RAE2 MXS MJG MXF T2B SWA SEE TKA ATT CH Aran Nothing Ventured... CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday 

CH Lil'Town Everland's Daenerys Morn Of Ardnacassa CD BN RE MX MXJ XF BCAT SWE 
SCME SEM SBM 

CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can Lil'Town Callie's Lullaby Of Ardnacassa 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE SINE SENE SCA CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE SINE SENE SCA SIA CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

Escapade Moonstruck Madness At Katdancer RN OAP NJP NFP SWA SCM SIE SEE TKN CH Hullabaloo The Rookie VCD1 RE GCH CH Escapade Just A Minute 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE SINE SENE SCA CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SWN SCNE CGCA CGCU TKA CH Edgewood Talking Away GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot 

Exeter's It All Happens For A Reason SWA SINE SEE RATS TKN GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC TKN 

AGCH2 MACH14 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFS2 TQX T2B10 
BCAT THD CGCA TKP 

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer Missi Liberty Wigglebutt 

GCH CH Orion Trebol Break Through CD BN TD NAJ CGC TKI GCH CH Rosheen All That And A Smile GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad VCD1 BN RI NAP 
NJP OFP SWN SCE SEE SIA RATO TKI 

Cuilinn Lach On Target TKE VHMA CH Cuilinn The Kingmaker Cuilinn Fly Me To The Moon 

Kaler's Roxie The Dame With Moxie RN SWA SBE RATN TKI CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story CH Kaler Shebang 

Trinity's Par Ti To The Rhythm Of The Raine CGC TKI GCHB CH Greentree Olympic Charm GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti 

Exeter's It All Happens For A Reason SWA SINE SEE RATO TKN GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC TKN 

CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC TKN GCH CH Stratford Top Brass CH Reyem's Duck Duck Goose 

Sundance Nothing Compares 2 U CGC TKN Sundance Hearts On Fire GCH CH Sundance's Kiss-Kiss You Rule My World-Prince 

Justine TKN GCHS CH Keepsake's Raise Your Galss CH Bryr Rose For Heaven's Sake! 

Trinity's Par Ti To The Rhythm Of The Raine CGC TKI GCHB CH Greentree Olympic Charm GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti 

 DOG                  SIRE     DAM  
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Presented by: Susan Ratliffe, WHN Editor 

WHEATEN HEALTH NEWS 

COAT COLOR GENES IN THE SCWT            by Patrice Chevalier 

PART 1: “IT TAKES TWO” 

We are one of the few AKC breeds whose breed name is almost purely based on coat characteristics (i.e., Soft 

Coated and Wheaten).  Wheaten is of course the description of the color of the coat.  Having been a wheat 

sales assistant long before I even knew that Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers existed, I had an understanding that 

different kinds of wheat are various shades of tan.  So, the statement in our standard, “any shade of wheaten” 

for an adult coat color, made complete sense to me. 

What amazes people that are not familiar with Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers is the puppies are generally 

born a darker color and lighten to a wheaten color as they mature.  Early American Soft Coated Wheaten 

Terrier breeders observed different puppy colors and Marjorie Shoemaker codified them into the Soft Coated 

Wheaten Terrier Puppy Color Chart that was copyrighted in 1986.  This chart displays a variety of 

phenotypical puppy colors.   

What was probably also known at the time, and discussed and noted as puppies reached adulthood is that 

not every puppy color on the chart is a desirable puppy color.   It probably took from the time of SCWT 

introduction into the U.S. through planning and raising litters to determine which puppy colors led to an 

adult wheaten color.  It was a labor of patience and observation. There are two groupings on the chart that I 

know of, Chocolate-Points (inclusive of the Viszla-colored puppy) and Blondes (inclusive of the Peach-colored 

puppy) that are undesirable puppy colors.  I call these color anomalies. 

The modern evolving science of genetic testing has helped us to identify the exact genetic components that 

create variations in wheaten color and markings.  We no longer must wait until the litter of puppies arrives to 

know what generic puppy coat colors we will produce.  It has also proved most useful to be able to predict if 

there is a likelihood of any Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier color anomalies.  At this 

point there are three coat color anomalies that occur in Soft Coated Wheaten 

Terriers.  Aside from the Chocolate-Points and Blondes on the puppy color chart 

there is also the occurrence of Black and Tan Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers.  

Blondes: 

Blonde Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers can be identified at whelp due to their light-

colored wheaten coat.  As with any color there is a spectrum of blonde color. 

Blonde puppies will also have noses that take longer to fill in with black pigment 

after whelping.  As adults, Blondes have an adult coat that is a very light shade of 

wheaten and lacks any dark-colored guard hairs.  The black nose of a Blonde Soft 

Coated Wheaten Terrier puppy will most likely fade to a skin or flesh-tone colored 

pigment by adulthood.  This is often referred to as a “dudley” nose. It is not the 

same as a “snow nose.”  Blondes will have brown eyes but will lack dark mascara or 

eye rim pigment. 

Genetically, Blondes are a result of recessive variants (also known as alleles) of the 

gene that controls the production of dark-colored pigment whether it is in coat hair  
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or skin cells.  This gene is the E gene.  Blondes are created when an individual 

dog has two recessive alleles of this gene.  The genetic notation for this recessive 

occurrence is (e/e).  The inheritance of two recessive “e” variants means the 

individual cannot produce dark pigment that is laid down in hair or skin.  The 

individual that is blonde (e/e) has inherited a recessive “e” from each parent.  

Each parent contributes a recessive “e” to their blonde offspring.  Each parent is 

able to produce dark pigment because each also carries one dominant “E”.   A 

dominant “E” supports the production of dark pigment and will hide the 

existence of a recessive “e” in an individual. 

Chocolate-Points or “Brownies”: 

Chocolate-Points or Brownie puppies can also be spotted at whelp by a “brown-

tinged” coat.  When the puppy’s nose fills with pigment it will be a brown nose, 

and the paw pads will follow suit.   Once the puppy’s eyes open and the eye 

color solidifies, a brownie will have muted green eyes.   These color variations 

will exist throughout the individual’s life. 

The gene with its recessive variants or alleles that controls the expression of 

Brownies is the B gene.  This gene controls the individual’s ability to have a black 

nose, paw pads, eye rims and toe nails. Brownies are created when an individual 

dog has two recessive alleles of this gene.  The genetic notation for this recessive 

occurrence is (b/b).  The inheritance of two recessive “b” variants means the 

individual‘s skin cells can only produce brown pigment.  It cannot produce true 

black pigment.  

The individual that is a Brownie (b/b) has inherited a recessive “b” from each 

parent. Each parent contributes a recessive “b” to the Brownie offspring.  Each 

parent is able to produce black pigment because each also carries one dominant 

“B” variant.   A dominant “B” supports the production of black pigment and will 

hide the existence of a recessive “b” in an individual. 

Black and Tans: 

Black and Tan puppies can also be identified at whelp.  They have solid black 

coats on their bodies with tan markings on legs and possibly on chest and around eyes.  As the puppy grows 

up the black colored coat recedes until it is primarily a black or grey saddle as in an Airedale Terrier. 

There is yet a third gene with recessive variants or alleles that is responsible for the expression of Black and 

Tan-marked Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers. It is the A gene which controls coat pattern.   As with our other 

color anomalies, an individual must possess two copies of the recessive 

alleles to be a black and tan Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier.  The double 

recessive alleles in this case are “at/at.”   

A Black and Tan Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier inherits a recessive “at” 

from each parent. Each parent contributes a recessive “at” allele to the 

Black and Tan offspring.  Each parent does not have the Black and Tan 

Coat pattern because it carries the dominant form of the “A” gene.  

One dominant A gene means the coat pattern of that individual will be 

sable.  
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If all of the explanations for the above color anomalies sound a bit repetitive that’s because it is! Each of 

these three anomalies is a result of the expression of recessive variants or alleles of different genes. The thing 

about recessive variants or alleles is that they can lie hidden for generations.  They hide behind a single 

occurrence of the dominant allele in an individual.  

Color anomalies do not spell disaster. Good news for us as breeders is there are no identified health-related 

issues tied to the color anomalies in our breed.   

As was probably suspected by the original cohort of Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier breeders, here and afar, 

color anomalies are inherited.  Genetic analysis and research have proven that it takes the inheritance of 

two recessive variants/alleles in an individual for the recessive color anomalies to be exhibited.  Each parent 

contributes a recessive gene to the individual.  So to see a coat color anomaly in a Soft Coated Wheaten 

Terrier it “Takes Two to Tango”.  Dam and Sire each contribute a recessive variant. 

PART 2: COLOR IS NOT ONLY IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 

So, you have a puppy in a litter with a color anomaly.  And you ask why every puppy in a litter doesn’t 

have a color anomaly?  Since you have a puppy in a litter with a color anomaly, we also know that each 

parent must carry the recessive gene for the color anomaly.  There is a genetic tool called a Punnett Square 

that helps to explain allele or variant inheritance and the probable genetic makeup of the other puppies in 

the litter.   

Let me use blue eyes in humans as an example in the creation and use of a Punnett Square. 

 Blue eyes are recessive. We will use “bl” to indicate the recessive allele for blue eyes.  They result from 

the inheritance of two recessive alleles; one from each parent.   

 Brown eyes are dominant.  We will use “Br” to indicate the dominant allele for brown eyes.  Since 

brown eyes are dominant, we only need one copy of the dominant allele Br for the expression of 

brown eyes.   

Keeping in mind that each parent carries a recessive (bl) and dominant (Br) allele we will create the Punnett 

Square to represent this breeding: 

 Place dad’s two alleles across the top of the table.  Since each of Dad’s sperm only carries one allele we 

place each allele in its own square at the top of the table. 

 Place mom’s two alleles down the left side of the table.  Since each of Mom’s eggs only carries one 

allele we place each allele in its own square down the side of the table.  

 At the intersection of each of Dad’s and Mom’s alleles, insert the allele combinations.  See the shaded 

squares in the table below:  

 

 

 

 

Interpretation of the Punnett Square:  

 The lower right hand square (bl/bl) represents individuals with blue eyes  

 The other three squares represent individuals with brown eyes.  However, only one square (Br/Br) 

carries two alleles for brown eyes.  The other two squares (bl/Br and Br/bl) carry one dominant allele 

(Br) for brown eyes and a hidden blue (bl) recessive allele. 

  Dad’s alleles 

  Br bl 

Mom’s alleles 

Br Br/Br Br/bl 

bl bl/Br bl/bl 
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Pregnancy and fetal development are processes requiring a myriad of complex physiological events to 

occur, in perfect coordination, in order for things to go smoothly. It is no wonder that on occasion, things 

do not go as planned.   

I recommend scheduling an appointment for a pre-breeding exam and progesterone between days 5-7 of 

a bitch’s cycle. This allows for the appropriate treatments, if needed, and pregnancy monitoring to be 

scheduled. At this initial appointment your reproductive veterinarian should perform a basic physical 

exam, go over any relevant breeding history, perform a vaginoscopy and a vaginal cytology and run a 

progesterone. In bitches with a history of pregnancy complications this visit is particularly important. 

 At this initial visit, if I identify a bitch as high risk for complications during pregnancy, there are several 

early interventions that can help them successfully carry a pregnancy to term. Most commonly I deal with 

older bitches, or bitches that have a history of pregnancy loss. In this scenario my main concern is for 

infection and a condition called cystic endometrial hyperplasia or CEH. Most dogs will have developed 

some degree of CEH by the time they are 5 years old. This is not a condition that can be reversed but 

pentoxifylline is a drug that can be used to help improve blood flow to the uterus and other fibrotic blood 

vessels in the body. Additionally, I recommend starting omega-3 and omega-6 supplements, and a 

probiotic to help with the overall health of the reproductive tract. 

If an infection is confirmed it is also critical to start antibiotics prior 

to breeding, as some bacteria cannot be effectively treated without 

doxycycline or enrofloxacin which are antibiotics that should not 

be used once implantation starts (day 14 from the LH surge).   

In the first half of pregnancy, between breeding and the first 

pregnancy ultrasound, most bitches do not need to be examined. 

There are a few reasons bitches would need to be checked before 

this ultrasound appointment. The most common reason to call 

your veterinarian would be an abnormal vaginal discharge.    

 

Morgan Agnew, VMD, DACT 

Veterinary Reproductive Specialist                                                   

Agnew Veterinary Reproductive Services PLLC                          

Philadelphia Animal Hospital 

High Risk Pregnancy Management  

You can complete a Punnett Square for each breeding pair if you know the color gene (E, B, A) alleles or 

variants. 

So, let’s extrapolate back to the litter with a puppy or puppies with a color anomaly.  The other “regular” 

puppy colors, may or may not carry a hidden recessive color anomaly allele.  For these puppies, color in 

the eye of the beholder hides its specific color genetics.  

Now - breathe easier; by knowing all of this we can wisely use the sire or dam that produced the color 

anomalies.  We can also use the “regular” colored offspring for breeding by wisely selecting a mate.  

Through the use of color gene analysis, we can predict coat color anomalies prior to breeding and 

whelping a litter as well as selecting appropriate breeding sire or dam for a future litter.   

All of the information provided in this article was first presented in a SCWTCA webinar in October 2022.  

This webinar is available on SCWTCA.org and available to anyone. I will also gladly send you a copy of 

the color presentation I created for the webinar if you email me at pjcheval@yahoo.com and request it.  
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A small amount of clear discharge is normal.  It is best to have an ultrasound of the reproductive tract 

performed as soon as possible and a progesterone checked if any discolored or malodorous discharge is 

noticed. Most commonly a discharge like this is indicative of a cervicitis or vaginitis that can be treated with 

antibiotics and low doses of anti-inflammatories. Rarely, it can indicate a pyometra, an emergent life 

threatening infection in the uterus.  Inflammation in the reproductive tract can cause progesterone to drop 

so it is important to monitor progesterone levels in bitches being treated for any infection. If necessary, 

progesterone can be supplemented either with an oral liquid, pills or injections. A second reason for 

progesterone supplementation is true hypoluteoidism. Hypoluteoidism occurs when the corpus luteums on 

the ovary do not continue to produce enough progesterone to maintain pregnancy. This condition is very 

rare and most commonly occurs with a bitch’s first litter. It can be more common in certain breeds and lines 

of dogs. It is easily managed by frequent progesterone checks throughout pregnancy and supplementing 

progesterone if needed.   

A pregnancy ultrasound can be performed as early as 28-30 days from the LH surge. The most common 

medical issue I diagnose during a pregnancy ultrasound is placentitis and reabsorption of embryos. It is 

important to distinguish true placentitis from an empty or anembryonic vesicle. Ultrasounds provide such a 

detailed image of the uterus that it is fairly common to see one empty small vesicle, filled with a small 

amount of clear fluid, along with a normal healthy litter. This is not indicative of an issue with pregnancy 

and no treatment is needed. True placentitis causes thickening and or separation of the placenta and can 

result in fetal death and embryo reabsorption. If placentitis is diagnosed during a pregnancy ultrasound it is 

important to treat right away to save the remaining litter. I will generally start the bitch on antibiotics and 

anti-inflammatories (low-dose NSAIDs and pentoxifylline) and check a progesterone.  If the progesterone is 

low, supplementation with progesterone and terbutaline may be needed. Terbutaline helps to stop any 

premature uterine contractions. I will often deworm the bitch at this time as well. It is rare in bitches that 

are regularly dewormed, but certain parasitic infections like roundworms can be passed transplacentally and 

cause placentitis. I like to recheck an ultrasound in 5-7 days to monitor placental thickness and fetal heart 

rates. With early appropriate treatment, most bitches with placentitis will go on to carry and deliver healthy 

puppies. If a bitch needs to be supplemented with progesterone or terbutaline, these drugs can prevent a 

normal onset of labor, so a planned c-section may be recommended.   

Finally, toward the end of pregnancy, I recommend a pregnancy 

radiograph (x-ray) about a week prior to the bitch’s due date. It is rare to 

definitively diagnose problems based on a pregnancy radiograph but 

abnormalities may prompt further testing or monitoring to rule out 

problems in late gestation. If puppies do not appear appropriately 

developed, this may indicate fetal growth restriction due to fibrosis in the 

uterus or abnormal placentation. I consider these puppies high risk and 

recommend monitoring fetal heart rates leading up to whelping. A planned 

c-section in these cases should also be considered to avoid premature 

placental detachment and loss of the puppies. If there is decreased detail 

on a radiograph this can be a sign of hydrops and I recommend an 

ultrasound and possibly bloodwork in these cases. Hydrops is rare, but can 

be life threatening for the bitch and puppies.   

For many high-risk pregnancies clients elect a planned c-section. This is 

certainly something that should be discussed if there is any concern during 

the pregnancy.  For most planned c-sections I like to check fetal heart rates, 

assess fetal GI and kidney development, and check a progesterone starting  
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 3 days from the bitches calculated due date (65 days from LH surge). If a bitch has a history of 

whelping early this initial check may be scheduled sooner. Based on this initial assessment the bitch may 

need daily or every other day visits leading up to the c-section. For many high risk pregnancies daily 

visits are needed to catch a drop in fetal heart rates that may precede a drop in the bitches 

progesterone. In these cases without daily checks, it is possible to lose puppies even prior to a normal 

due date. Often I perform a c-section in these high risk pregnancies 1-2 days before the bitch’s due date 

because we detect an early drop in fetal heart rates below 180 bpm indicating fetal stress.    

If you and your veterinarian determine it is safe to try for a natural delivery, it is especially important 

to know when to intervene if the pregnancy has been difficult to manage. Typical stage one labor can 

last a few hours up to 24 hours.  During stage one labor it is normal to see some clear or white mucoid 

vaginal discharge. If you see any green color to the vaginal discharge this is a true emergency and the 

bitch needs a c-section as soon as possible. Green discharge prior to delivery of any puppies indicates 

premature placental separation and often indicates a dystocia.  Stage one labor ends with delivery of 

the first puppy. If, after 24 hours in stage one labor, your bitch has not started whelping, it is 

important to check fetal heart rates to make sure the puppies are not in distress.   

During delivery, or stage 2 of labor, a bitch should deliver at least one puppy every hour. Studies show 

that puppy mortality increases slightly with over 1 hour 

between puppies and increases dramatically after 2 hours. 

During whelping it is important to call your veterinarian if it has 

been an hour since the last puppy was delivered. Most 

commonly this is caused by mild uterine inertia and with an 

injection of calcium followed by a small dose of oxytocin we 

can stimulate labor to continue normally.  The last common 

issue is a stuck puppy. If you can palpate a puppy in the birth 

canal and the bitch is having strong contractions for more than 

10-20 minutes without delivery of the puppy this is an 

emergency.  Sometimes with an injection of oxytocin and gentle 

traction on the puppy, the puppy can be delivered vaginally. If 

most or all of the fetal fluids have been expelled and the puppy 

is dry, applying lube around the puppy prior to gently pulling 

in unison with 

the bitch’s contractions can help. If you are not 

comfortable trying any of these tactics at home, or 

they have failed, the bitch needs to be seen right away 

and may need a c-section.   

For the best possible outcome for your bitch and 

puppies, regular prenatal care is important to detect 

and treat any issues as quickly as possible.   
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SPECIALTY  CO-CHAIRS:  ANN LEIGH AND DEBBIE BOWEN  

January weather in the desert can be a nail biting event as some of 

you have experienced in the past.  Like the rest of the country, most 

of California was experiencing major storms so even though we 

expected to have some wet Wheatens in the ring our fingers were 

crossed that it would pass by quickly. Guess what?  It did and the 

weekend was pretty close to perfect.  Blue skies and sunshine most 

of the time. Add that to the spectacular beauty of the surrounding 

mountains and it doesn’t get much better than that. We all enjoyed 

four fabulous days of dog shows presented by the Desert Empire 

Terrier Club and the Kennel Club of Palm Springs at the incredible 

Empire Polo Grounds in Indio CA.  

This venue is by far one of the best show sites in 

the country. Huge grooming tents with power. 

Level, well-appointed grounds with large rings to 

allow your dogs to really show off their 

movement. There’s plenty of parking and lots of 

vendors to entice those shoppers among us.   

The four days of shows were well received. The 

Specialty trophy table decorations (designed by 

Laura Virant) showcased the gorgeous rosettes (by 

Carousel Ribbons and Rosettes) and trophies 

(designed and created by Allison Van Wig) that 

were presented to our Specialty winners on Friday.  

Hospitality was offered by our club on Thursday & Friday along with 

a complimentary lunch on Friday.   Fabulous raffle prizes were 

donated by SCWTCSC and its members and some very happy 

winners had big smiles on their faces when the drawing took place 

on Saturday. Allison shared her special creative talent by providing a 

variety of merchandise with our show theme logo which also put 

happy faces on those buyers!   

Entries in Saturday’s show were supported by SCWTCA and presented with beautiful SCWTCA medallions. 
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As many of you know, preparing for a specialty doesn’t happen overnight. It takes a team of dedicated folks 

willing to donate their time and energy to making it happen. My thanks to co-chair, Ann Leigh, committee 

members and helpers Mary Peltier, Trudy Rothrock (she’s a rock star!), Bonney Snyder, Janet Parry Smolak, 

Laura Virant, Karla Baer Cohen, Cecily Skinner, Allison Van Wig and special thanks to Paul Van Wig and 

Darren Rothrock for helping with the heavy lifting…our backs appreciate it! 

Our thanks to the exhibitors for bringing their beautiful dogs and congratulations to all the winners!   

Thank you all…hope to see you next year!!!                                                              Debbie Bowen  

SWEEPS CRITIQUE: JACKIE WHITHAM 

BREED CRITIQUE: CANDY WAY 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to judge the 

SCWTCSC Sweepstakes at the Desert Empire Terrier 

Specialty show. 

I had very pretty girls to look at and was pleased they made 

my job hard! 

I finally decided on AZYDECO Wildflower California 

Poppy. A lovely girl that moves properly, has a pleasing 

outline, and lovely eye color with a good bite! 

It is too bad there was room for only one winner! 

Poppy was also the RWB under judge Candy Way. 

  

It was a beautiful and sunny day in Palm Springs.  Our spacious ring was well groomed 

and ready for the beautiful entry of Wheatens.  The trophies were beautiful and very 

colorful. 

WD was Harbour Hill We Were On A Break! Owner handled by Susan Sakauye. A 

moderate size dog with proper ear carriage, dark eye and good muzzle length and fill. 

Moved easily with a coat that flowed and of a nice color. 

BOW and WB was Lochlinear Knickers In A Twist owner handled by Pat Mullin. Very 

pretty girl, well coated with smooth and easy movement, good tail set and shoulders.  

Proper size, color and profile.  Both winners were well deserved. 

RWD was Matrix Tropical Tullamore Dew and RWB was Azydeco Wildflower California Poppy. 

BOB was a Veteran Dog of 8 years GCHG Kolohe It's Raining Sunshine. Young at heart, vitality and 

movement. He had a lovely flowing silky and beautiful color coat. Good ears, eye color and backline.  

Moved easily around the ring.   

BOS to CH Stratford No Words Can Express It. A moderate bitch with pretty outline, head and tailset. Good 

coat and color. 

BISS: AZYDECO WILDFLOWER CALIFORNIA POPPY                                                         
CH LEGACY WILDWEST WILDFLOWER -- CH AZYDECO GRAND DUCHESS BEATRICE. 

BREEDER/OWNER: CATHRYN BENNETT   

ALSO RWB IN BREED 
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There were also many beautiful and typey entries to select our Select and AOM award from. They were… 

Select Dog..Bryr Rose for Pete’s Sake 

Select Bitch..GCH Claddagh’s The Greatest Love 

Owner Handler..GCH Claddagh’s The Greatest Love 

AOM..CH Claddagh’s You Make My Dreams Come True 

AOM..CH Harbour Hill Stand By Me 

AOM..CH Keebler’s Cowboy Cassanova 

 Coming to Southern Caifornia is like coming home.  I belonged to this club a number of years ago and 

remember showing at all of those spots...Brookside Park, the college somewhere in the valley, Queen Mary 

and the college near Long Beach.  So many memories and so many old friends. We have all grown older and 

gracefully together and I always get teary when I see you. It was good to see Jackie Whitham doing the 

Sweeps classes.   

 Keep up the good work. The Wheatens I saw today were beautiful and all of you are preserving our breed.  

Thank you for the honor. 

WD: HARBOUR HILL WE WERE ON A BREAK!                                                        
CH HARBOUR HILL MIKE DELFINO X GCHG HARBOUR HILL ONE IN A MILLION 

BREEDER/OWNER: SUSAN K SAKAUYE 

WB/BOW/BBE GRP4: LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A TWIST                                               
GCH STAR NO SHIRT NO SHOES NO SERVICE x GCHB LOCHLINEAR THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE 

BREEDER/OWNER: PATRICIA MULLIN 

BOB/VET: GCHG KOLOHE IT'S RAINING SUNSHINE                                           
CH LEGACY WILDEST WILDFLOWER X CH AVALON NOBLESSE OBLIGE                                  

BREEDERS: M BROWN & S AMOROSIA. & G AMOROSIA  OWNER: PAULA RADIN 

BOS: CH STRATFORD NO WORDS CAN EXPRESS IT                                                             
CH RACLEE EXPRESS WEST O'ANDOVER x CH STRATFORD THE EYRE AFFAIR                    

BREEDER: MOLLY O’CONNELL  OWNERS: PAULA RADIN & JAMES ANDERSON & MOLLY 
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SB: GCH CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST LOVE TKN CGC                                         
CH HEARTSTRING'S TOAST TO TARA x CLADDAGH'S GLORY BE, FDC   

BREEDERS: KARLA BAER COHEN & LAURA VINCENT VIRANT OWNERS: LAURA 
VINCENT VIRANT & KARLA B. COHEN & CECILY SKINNER & CONRAD VIRANT 

SD: BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S  SAKE!                                                                                              
GCHS KEEPSAKE'S RAISE THE GLASS X CH BRYR ROSE FOR HEAVENS 

SAKE!  BREEDER/OWNER: CAROLYN GARRETT  

AOM: CH CLADDAGH'S YOU MAKE MY DREAMS COME TRUE                            

CH MACKANME ONE AND ONLY  X  CLADDAGH'S GLORY BE                      

BREEDER/OWNER: KARLA BAER COHEN AND LAURA VIRANT   

AOM: CH HARBOUR HILL STAND BY ME                                                                                            

CH HARBOUR HILL REESTER BUNNY X  CH HARBOUR HILL WEARS GIORGIO 

ARMANI        BREEDER: SUSAN SAKAUYE  OWNERS: LAUREN SMITH & 

MARILYN SMITH & SUSAN SAKAUYE  

AOM: CH KEEBLER'S COWBOY CASSANOVA                                                             
CH MACKANME ONE AND ONLY X GCH AMADEN'S SHE'S GOT THE LOOK    BREEDERS: 

LINDA ROBINSON & EMILY HOLDEN  OWNER: BONNEY SNYDER  

        EDITORS NOTE: Benchmarks does 

not allow win photos from other shows to   

be used in Specialty reports. However, at 

this specialty, due to judge’s schedule, there 

was no opportunity to have photos taken after 

judging. Most were taken another time or 

another day. In 3 instances winners were 

not  able to get photos at all, so we have     

allowed 3 photos from other shows...these  

are indicated with stars. 
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WEEK AT A GLANCE 

SHOW 
  
 JUDGE 

DESERT EMPIRE TERRIER CLUB OF 

SC  1/5/23      

      SWEEPS:  MS. ADRIENNE HILL 

BREED: MR. ROBERT E. HUTTON 

 

DESERT EMPIRE TERRIER CLUB OF 

SC  1/6/23                                 

SWEEPS: MS. JACKIE WHITHAM   

BREED: MS. SHAROL CANDACE WAY 

KENNEL CLUB OF PALM 

SPRINGS    1/7/23 
 MR. PETER MILLER 

KENNEL CLUB OF PALM SPRINGS    

1/8/23 
 MS. GINNETTE LOUISE LOFT 

WD BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE HARBOUR HILL WE WERE ON A 

BREAK! 

HARBOUR HILL LITTLE MAN HARBOUR HILL LITTLE MAN 

RWD MATRIX TROPICAL TULLAMORE DEW MATRIX TROPICAL TULLAMORE DEW HARBOUR HILL WE WERE ON 

A BREAK! 

SALTINSEA DESTINY DANCING 

WITH THE STARS 

WB WESTRIDGE JOY OF MAGIC LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A TWIST LEGACY KOLOHE TEQUILA 

SUNRISE 

LEGACY KOLOHE TEQUILA 

SUNRISE 

RWB PITTER PAT MOMENTS AZYDECO WILDFLOWER CALIFORNIA 

POPPY 

WESTRIDGE JOY OF MAGIC WESTRIDGE JOY OF MAGIC 

BOB BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE GCHG KOLOHE IT'S RAINING 

SUNSHINE (VET) 

GCHG KOLOHE IT'S RAINING 

SUNSHINE (VET) 

LEGACY KOLOHE TEQUILA 

SUNRISE 

BOW BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE 

 

LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A TWIST HARBOUR HILL LITTLE MAN LEGACY KOLOHE TEQUILA 

SUNRISE 

BOS WESTRIDGE JOY OF MAGIC CH STRATFORD NO WORDS CAN 

EXPRESS IT 

LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A 

TWIST 

BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE 

SD GCHG KOLOHE IT'S RAINING 

SUNSHINE (VET) 

BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S 

SAKE 

GCHG KOLOHE IT'S RAINING 

SUNSHINE (VET) 

SB GCH ATAS THE MAGIC NEVER ENDS GCH CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST 

LOVE TKN CGC 

GCH ATAS THE MAGIC 

NEVER ENDS 

GCH CLADDAGH'S THE 

GREATEST LOVE TKN CGC 

BEST BBE  LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A TWIST 

GRP 4 

  

BOB/OH CH KEEBLER'S COWBOY 

CASSANOVA 

GCH CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST 

LOVE TKN CGC 

GCH CLADDAGH'S THE 

GREATEST LOVE TKN CGC 

GCH CLADDAGH'S THE 

GREATEST LOVE TKN CGC 

AOM  CH CLADDAGH’S YOU MAKE MY 

DREAMS COME TRUE 

CH HARBOUR HILL STAND BY ME 

CH KEEBLER’S COWBOY CASSANOVA 

  

SWEEPS BISS: AZYDECO WILDFLOWER 

CALIFORNIA POPPY 

BISS: AZYDECO WILDFLOWER 

CALIFORNIA POPPY 
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Benchmarks Subscription Rates 

SCWTCA members USA                                     $35/year                                                                                

Canada and overseas               $45/year                                                                                        

Non-SCWTCA members USA              $45/year                                                                             

Non-SCWTCA members Canada and overseas     $55/year                                                        

                US funds  

The link to Benchmarks online is sent to all AKC approved 

and  provisional SCWT Judges.  Benchmarks is sent to  

judges requesting a subscription free of charge.    

 Advertising Rates 

Full Page/color:      $75                                                                      

Center-fold 2 page spread/color:    $200   

Page size:  8.5” x 11”                                                                

AD SIZE: 7.4” x  9.75”                                                                                                    

Ads may be sent via email, photos scan at 300 dpi (300 

kb), jpeg format. No commercial advertising. Only photos 

with un-retouched dogs accepted. Limit health references 

to hip and eyes and/or “health testing current and 

available on SCWT Health Database”. 

Ads accepted from SCWTCA Members only. Payment 

accepted for ads of co-owned/co-bred dogs  

Articles/Ads closing date for June 2023 issue: 

May 1, 2023 

Send advertising to Helen Fraguela, at fraguela@aol.com 

Payment is made through PayPal at orders@scwtca.org or 

by check made out to SCWTCA, sent to Treasurer. 

Birthdays/Celebrating Long Life:                                       

13 yr b’day/dogs deceased after 13 yrs +                        

For Benchmarks subscriptions contact:                                       

Cindy Jansen                                    

jansenc@outlook.com                                                     

Make checks payable to SCWTCA, Inc.                                                         

ONLY US FUNDS WILL BE ACCEPTED.                                                                 

Benchmarks is the official quarterly publication of the 

SCWTCA, Inc. The opinions expressed in articles         

contained herein are those of the authors and not         

necessarily those of the editor or the Officers and Directors 

of the Club. The editor is responsible for prohibiting 

personal attacks and establishing a forum that educates, 

informs, and supports the Wheaten community. All 

content should be in the best interest of SCWTCA and the 

Breed. The editor reserves the right to reasonably edit all 

material submitted for publication.  

Benchmarks is copyrighted. No republishing in any format 

is permitted without permission of SCWTCA Inc.      

Articles may be reprinted only with permission of the 

editor. Comments, suggestions, and expressions of opinion 

are always welcome.  

 

Club Publications 

         Members         Non-members 

Owner’s Manual                    $11                              $15                                                       

Benchmarks (per Issue)           $9                               $10                                                 

Grooming Chart                     $5                              $7        

Pet Grooming DVD          $25                             $25                                           

Pet Grooming Pamphlet         $4           $7                                                       

Illustrated Standard                $12                             $20                                                      

Super-Saver Pak                     $40                             $40 

Multiple copies at discounted prices available to club    

members only. Non-USA prices and to order,                  

see website.  

Calendars             1-2 copies: $23         3 or more: $20.00                                 

Contact treasurer@scwtca.org for any special requests  

Yearbooks                                                                          

 For availability on 1988-2018 yearbooks and pricing 

  visit www.scwtca.org/shop/#yearbook. Or contact     

       Cindy Shea at eringlo@yahoo.com 

Contacts  

Membership Packet - Susan McGee              membership@scwtca.org  

Health - Susan Ratliffe                    wndancer@rochester.rr.com  

2023 MCKC - Anna Marzolino/Pam Waggintail         specialty@scwtca.org  

Benchmarks Issues - Cindy Jansen    scribe@scwtca.org 

Directory Updates                                                directory@scwtca.org  

Webmaster - Robyn Alexander                      web@scwtca.org 

Board of Directors                                                   board@scwtca.org 

OFA/CERF Database                                            www.offa.org 

Health Database - Kathy McIndoe               paisleyspring@q.com 
 

Donations   

All club donations may be sent to Treasurer:             

Connie Koehler, SCWTCA Treasurer                                                                                  

28039 Calzada Dr.                                                                                             

Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275                                      

Checks made payable to SCWTCA, Inc., drawn on US accounts   

or with international money orders in US funds  

1 

Tax deductible donations for Wheaten Health                   

may be sent to:                                                           

Toni Vincent, SCWTCA Endowment Treasurer                                                          

3825 132nd Avenue NE                                                                                                   

Bellevue, WA 98005-1303                                               

Checks payable to SCWTCA Endowment, Inc.                                                                     

(a 501(c)(3) non profit, fully deductible for IRS purposes)    

Tax deductible donations for National Wheaten Rescue 

may be sent to:                                                                    

John Unruh, National Wheaten Rescue Treasurer                                    

2342 W. Arapahoe Court                                               

Littleton, CO  80120-3407                                                  

Checks payable to National Wheaten Rescue, Inc. An independent            

501c3 non profit corporation, fully deductible for IRS purposes. 
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